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CIMARRON
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Parly Gets Flaying

KEYS

Legal Bar

From Own Leaders

TO

THE

When Team

By Fue

Runs Away

Fire last Friday morning totally
destroyed the Legal Tender saloon
on 10th street shortly after 3:30!
o'clock. The origin of the fire is
not known but it is presumed that
it precipitated from a defective
flue. At the time the alarm was
given the building was a mass of
flames and had advanced too far to
be checked by the fire department
which was soon upon the scene.
The building and the business
was the property of J. M. Mena-pac- e
and was lull y insured to the
amount of $3400. Mr. Menapace
will it is learned erect a modern
brick building in the near future
on the corner lot adjoining the old
location.

One man was badly injured and
considerable damage done to household effects last Thursday evening
when a team belonging to the Cimarrón Transfer became frightened
and ran away with a wagon loaded
Willi furniture and other things.
The driver had loaded the wagon
at the C. ft N. station to haul the
Stuff to the Evans residence, who
bad just returned from Bonito, and
in some manner the horses were
frightened by some of the effects
falling off the wagon. The driver
suffered serious injuries and the
goods were scattered along the
street between the station and the

Senator Reed Of Missoujri Denounces

Trust Legislation As An Apology To Trust Magnates.
Never did a political party receive a more drastic Having at the
hands of one of its leaders than
was administered by Senator Reed
of Missouri, in his recent discussion of the administration's antitrust measure. At the outset the

Missouri Senator declared that the
title of the bill should read "An
act to apologize to unlawful restraints and monopoflW"
"So far as its
t
features
ate concerned," said Senator Reed
"this is a dough-bullbill. The
powerful and intrenched monopolies cannot be diiven from their
fortifications with that kind of ammunition. The task requires solid
shot.
"This measure has been loudly
heralded as the Clayton anti trust
bill. It should be koo n as the
conferee's capitulation bill. Presumably it was brought forward at
the legislative crystallization of
the years old Democratic promise
that the trusts should be exterminated root and branch. The people were led to believe that th
Democratic party, now in full pofr
session of all branches of the government, by this bill' intended to
make private monopoly both unprofitable and dangerous.
"When the Clayton bill was first
written it was a raging lion with a
mouth full of teeth. It has degenerated to a tabby cat with soft
gums, a plaintiff mew and an anaemic appearance.
It it a sort of
legislative apology to the trusts,
delivered hat i hand and accompanied by assurances that no discourtesy is intended.
"The purpose of this legislation
was to redeem the Democratic platform pledge against trusts and
monopolies. As it bas come to us
from the conferees, from every sec
tiou has been drawn the last fang
And claw which by any possibility
might draw even a drop of blood
So
from the yelns of monopoly.
anti-trus-

Hon. A. A.

Jones Speaks
Here Tonight

far as trust legislation is" concerned it has been rendered absolutely

valueless.
'The bill as it came to us from
conference cut off from use as evidence the testimony and judgments rendered in the 82 great
trust cases which have been heretofore decided against the trusts.
These cases embrace such important suits as the Standard Oil case,
American Tobacco case,
Joint
Traffic Association case, Northern
Securities case,
the Harvester
Trust case, the Lumber Co. case
and many others.

Union County

Self-defen- se

Santa

Fes Taxes

Increase 188 Per
Cent In 10 Years
The Santa Fe railway company's
taxes bave increased 188 per cent
in tQe last ten vears, according to
press reports. This, however, is
not in harmony with President
Ripley's idea of the rapiditv in
which the living cost for a railroad
bhould advance, which is gleaned
from his nineteenth annual report
to the company's stockholders.
The Santa Fe railway company's
taxes for 1914 amount to ts535,-

-

First
Hon.
ant Secretary of the Interior Department at Washington, and an
influential member of President
Wilson's cabinet, will speak at the
Athletic Hall, in this city tonight,
Mr.
Thursday
at 8 o'clock.
Jones will apeak in but only a few
places in New Mexico, and Cimarron is one of the few places 16 be
gtaced by his presence. It is an
honor to the Key City to bave this
gentleman speak here this evening,
and everyone regardless of party
or political affiliation should accord Mr Jones a warm and hearty
reception. He is reputed to be
one of the best orators in the state
and undoubtedly will be greeted by
a large audience.
A. A. Jones,

Assist-

Assignees

Wyoming Representative Points Out
Facts About The Administration; War On Prosperity.

0.
Í

Shipments
On

The sale of the Cimarron Drug
company is advertised to be held
at 10 a. m., Saturday, October 34,
and to continue until the entire
stock, fixtures and book accounts
are sold! to the highest bidder. The
sale which was originally advertised for the tatter Rart of September
was postponed by the receiver until the date as previously stated.
Local parties are contemplating
the purchase of the drug store at
the sale.
The county teachers convention
will be held in Springer on Saturday, October 31. The dispensors
of knowledge from all sections of
the county will be present to participate in the program. The Cim
arron faculty will attend in a body.
585.30, or an average of approximately $ 1(1,000 a day.

"While the

company's taxes
have increased 188 per cent in ten
years," says the president, "the
investment in the properly has increased in that time less than 40
per cent, and the net income available lor taxes, interest and dividends has increased less than 45
per rent. Our taxes require 14
Der cent of the total net income
available for the purposes named.
In the last five years our taxes
have increased 83 per cent. They
bave increased more than 30 per
cent since 1013."

Maxwell Mail.

'

A.

Larazola

Will Speak Here

Od 24

The first of the large cattle shipments to be made from this place
this season takes place next Saturday when the Urraca Ranch ships
3000 steers. The stock will make
up a train of approximately 45
cars when loaded, the estimate being that from 36 to 40 steers constitute a loaded car. The stock is
to be shipped to Lebo, Kansas,
and corn fattened for the market.
It was contracted for several weeks
ago. Other large shipments fare
to be made soon by stock growers.

Next Tuesday
Hon. O. A. Laraxola of Santa
Fe will speak in Cimarron on next
Tuesdav evening at Jbe Athletic
s
Hall to the
of
this vicinity, in the interests of the
Republican candidates who are
aspirants for office in the county
and state.
Mr. Larazola is one of the most
brilliant speakers in the state and
it goes without saying that he will
bave a large audience to appreciate
his lecture ' on the issues of the
issues of the day.
Spanish-American-

though Estancia is somewhat
doubtful. Mr. Williams sees a
Williams Is Sure
great republican victory in this
for November 3. He left today
Of Republican
for Carrizozo and other southern
points to continue his campaign,
Victory Nov. 3 expecting to spend the last three
days of the campaign, in Luna
Santa Fe, Oct. ao. -- Hngh H. coun'v.
Williams, candidate for corporation commissioner on the republican state ticket, returned last evmimissioners In
ening from bis campaign tour
through Lincoln, Otero, Curry,
Union Co. Let Tax
Roosevelt, Quay, Torrance and
Union counties.
Collection Contract
Williams, who is n favorite with
all who know him, reported that
Union county will give the republican state ticket a majority of
The reported action of the counmora than too, and that even with- ty commissioners of Union county
out Union county the bouse will in letting a contract for the collecmajority.
have a
tion of taxes upon lands that bave
Torrance couuty be reported escaped taxation in that county has
would go republican by 300 and been the cause of much adverse
upwards for the state ticket al- - comment the past few days. The
terms of the contract are unknown
the alleged contract not being a.
matter of record. This is not the
first time an attempt has been
made to let such a contract. Late
in 1913 or early in 1913 two well
nown lawyers of Clayton attempted to get such a plan, offering to
do the work for 5 per cent of the
collections, but failed. It is ru
mored that one oi the same lawyers
together with an associate, are the
parties who secured the latest con
tract. Tbe legality of tbe action
of tbe board is questioned, as tbe
duty of tbe collection of such taxes
lies solely with tbe treasurer and
collector. Tbe citizens are Iwait
ing for tbe recording, of the alleged
contract before taking action.
--

two-third-

In tbe brief time which the
"gag rule" permitted for the
discussion of the Democratic defi
cit tax, Republican Congressmen
poured hot shot into the Democratic ranks. Representative F.
W. Mondell, of Wyoming, said:
"It is not the war in Europe, it
is your war on prosperity, and
your reckless extravagance which
bas, in the main created the situation that has urged your action. '
Your revenue bill failed from the
start. Your extravagance accentuated the shortage. Tbe loss of
customs revenue through decreas
ed imports, due to war, did not in
tbe month of August exceed tvo
and a half millions, and it is not
likely in tbe future to exceed that
amount per month, or trenty-sev-e- n
millions in a year, if the war
lasts that long. Tbe rsductioo in
tbe appropriations lor tbe current
year, below those of lost year, for
pensions and tbe Panama .Canal
alone amount to almost exactly
this sum. If it were not for the
fact that, in spite of these decreas
es in expenditure, the total of your
appropriations this year is the
greatest in all our history, these
reductions in expenditures would
alone more than balance any loss
of revenue by reason of the War in
Europe."
Dem-crati-

Dr. A. E. Collyer, who has re
cently located in Maxwell, comes
with very fine recommendations as
to character and ability. While
the doctor carries a small card in
Mail giving his phone number and
address, be says he expects to do
bis advertising in the homes of
those who employ him, by consist
ent good work, and is fully equip
ped with everything in the way of
instruments and modern applianc

First Of Big

Saturday

Love Affair
Jesse Pruett, a country teacher,
hot and instantly killed a farmer
named Cheek about 6 o'clock Saturday night, 35 miles north of
Clay ten. Pruett gave himself up
and is now in jail.
is claimed by Pruett
as justification for the killing of
Cheek, but the authorities believe
that jealousy is really, at the bottom ot the tragedy. It is known
that the two men had been paying
ardent attention to the same woman, and it is said that Pruett had
been beard to threaten Cheek.
Pruett is well connected in Union county.

barn.

Some Real Facts

es to do so.
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New Road

Authorized
For Cemetery
At tbe meeting of tbe Cimarron
Cemetery association, Saturday
afternoon, plans and preparations
were outlined for tbe work to be
accomplished tbe ensuirg year.
A new road is to be made this fall
leading to the cemetery and tbe
one that is in use at present will be
abandoned. This move it is be
lieved will eliminate great expense
each year when once the road is
completed and will be much more
convenient than heretofore.
A
conctete culvert will be constructed next spring in tbe ditch dividing tbe main highway and tbe proposed new road.
As a matter of business policy it
was acquiesced that tbe association should be incorporated in the
near future and to this end the efforts oi the association are directed.

The association is not a finance
making institution, but on the contrary those interested bave given
liberally of their time and money
to make tbe cemetery a respectable place such as it should be.
J. P. Abren is tba new mayor in
Springer, be having been appointed to complete the unexpired term
of Mayor Garcia, resigned, by the
board of trustees at its recent
meeting.

CIMARRON NEWS.
Ktelee and Busk on the Hug river,
thirty miles east of Iemberg.
The hulk Of the Russian troops arc
on the east bank of the Vistula, hut
a portion of their forces are still on
the west side of the river.
Siege and ComTake Ostend Alter
Prsemysl Siege
The Austrian stronghold or Prseplete Chain of Defenses from Knglish Chanmysl, a German official statement
llc
Belgian Army
nel to
says, Is now entirely freed of the Russian siege. The Russians are reported
Joins Allied Forres in France.
to be In fortified position along the
line of Stry, Sambor and Medyka,
theM.en district and southward be which flow are being attacked by the
tween Arras and Albert, where the Austrlana. This line Is supposed to
Uermans made their Initial attempt to keep In check the direct Austticn adwork around the Allien' left, the Brit- vance from Przemysl toward Lern-berish and Frenen have made "notable
progress."
Austrian Defeat in Bosnia,
Nearly 500 British Perish When
No More German Flank.
An official statement Issued by the
Although the Germans have (ailed Montenegrin consul general announces
German Submarine Destroys
to break the Allied line and have the overwhelming defeat of an army
the Hawke in North Sea
themselves been compelled to sire of 16,000 Austrian near Sarajevo by
ground, they are now in a better posi- the combined Montenegrin and ServAttack Near Helgoland.
tion, having a front which stretches ian armies. The battle raged two
from the Swiss frontier to Antwerp daya, with enormous losses on both
snd Dutch territory, so that there are side.
Win In Poland.
German
ALLIES GÁIN GROUND no flanks which the Allies can turn.
The Allies can attempt to break the
German
victories against Russia
line, however, snd this Is believed to near Schlrwlndt and Warsaw, in which
what they are trying to do on the 'l 1.000 prisoners, 51 guns and 1 ma
Report Say They Have Blocked Teu- be
Helglan frontier.
chine guns were captured, were retonic Advance on French Coast
Took 4,000 at Antwerp.
ported te the German ambaasador at
Town
Big Battle ProAn official report received Trom Ger- Washington by the Berlin foreign or
gresses In Poland.
man army headquarters says four flee.
thousand prisoners were taken at AntCholera Spread In Hungary.
werp and more than Ave hundred
According to reports reaching Venguns.
(Sumtnary oj Events.)
ice, cholera is making rapid strides
Almost to Met.
throughout Hungary and the progress
The Oermnn arniy lias captured
The steady hammering of the Al- of the disease i causing alarm among
ÜHtemI after a week's siege. This
operation places the kaiser in lies on the German left wing of the the peole.
ha brought them
Portugese Troop to Africa.
complete control of all Belgium. Frenclt battle front
within cannon range of the
Two expeditionary forces of PortuLiege, Namur, Brussels, Antwerp, almost
forts at Met.. In spite of this menEnglish
Ghent and Ostend, in the hauds ace the German crown prince's gese troops, for one of which
were used, have sailed from
of the invaders, form a chain of army hangs on doggedly to the posi- transports
garrisons in Porto
defenses which the German will tions It has taken on the Meuse near Lisbon
tugese possessions in Africa, which
use to great advantage if the Al- St. Mlhiel.
adjoin those of Germany.
lies drive them out of France.
Germana Get Fresh Troop.
Disease Epidemic Threatened.
The Belgians have moved their Regular traffic on the main lines in
threatens
An epidemic of disease
seat of government to Havre, Germany has been suspended the last the battle line In the Western theater
France, and their army has joined four days to allow the transportation, of operations, according to Major Seaquickly as possible, to the western man of the United StateR army, an
that of the Allies in northern aa
field, of an army of ninety thousand expert in military sanitation and sur
France.
j
gery, who has reached london from
Germany's excellent submarine freshly trained men.
Boer Command Revolts.
The men living tn the
Prance.
torpedo boat service has robbed
A strong command ot the Boer
are unable to observe the
the British navy of its seventh army in the British Union of South trenches
sanitary rules, Major Seaman said.
warship in the North sea. The Africa has revolted and the govern- Heretofore good weather has favored
Hawke is the or has placed the entire Cape Colony both sides, but now the nights are
Crotected cruiser
Less than seventy-fiv- under martial law. The revolt was growing cold.
men of a crew of 'about 500 engineered and led by Colonel Maritz,
Half Million for Teutonic Allies,
were saved when the cruiser was aecretly a German army officer, who
Half a million men, Austrians and
received arms, materials of war and Germans, are registered at the consudestroyed.
Recovering lates of their countries in the United
money from Germany.
Two Battle in Progress.
Two great battles, one In northern from the first shock of the new States ready to return to Europe and
France and Belgium, the other In Rus- that organized revolt now menaced bear arms as soon as transportation
per cent of
sian Poland, each with a front of British authority In South A trica, Is available. Ninety-fiv- e
received word that them have had military training.
ha
three hundred miles,! have reached London
their height but the' public la allow- from nearly every part of the union
Refugee a Grave Problem.
ed only an occasional glance of their pledges were coming In faBt from the
What to do with the refugees of
Colby
led
progress through official communica- Hoers to fight the rebellion
the war Is a grave problem that has
tions, which frequently are widely at onel Maritz.
been forced on all the governments
Fighting Great Battle.
variance.
of Europe, belligerent and neutral.
Under condition of the utmost se- Fully five hundred thousand people
Battle Favor Aide.
From the French report it appears crecy the Teutonic allies and the fled from Antwerp.
Many amall Dutch towns have been
that the western battle is going slow- Russians are at present engaged In
ly but surely in favor of the Allies. what may prove one of the most de- forced to close their gates, as they
Under the pressure of the troops of cisive combats of the war. This con- cannot accomodate any more refugees.
the Allies, the Germans, who started flict la being fought in Russian Po- France and England are feeling the
pressure, too, especially France. It Is
to advance on Calais and other French land.
The main German armies in Rus- calculated that almost 1 million more
coaat ports, have been forced to evacuate the left bank of the L,ys River, sian Poland are moving toward the persons have fled into Central. Westwhich la a considerable distance east Vistula river on a north and soutli ern and Southern France from the
of the points their advance guards front extending through Plotrkow, north and northeast of France and
reached last week. Further east In ninety miles southwest of Warsaw, from Belgium.
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W. L. DOUGLAS

EXPERT PREDICTS

DRIVE GERMANS
OUT OF OSTEND

MEAT SHORTAGE

ENGLISH SHIPS FORCE BIG SIEGE
GUNS BACK FROM CHANNEL
PORTS, IS REPORT.

AT NINTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
OF AMERICAN MEAT PACKERS'
UNION IN CHICAGO.
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WARSHIP IS SUNK

.

e

TERRIBLE WRECK OF A RED CROSS TRAIN

V

VIL

WAR NAVIES IN ACTION

WILL RESULT

MARINE DESTROYED.
W.at.rn Nwpapr Union N.wi Borvlc.
London, Oct. 20. Ostend has been
recaptured by the allies, and the Ger-

mans have suffered tbe most serious
defeat in western Europe since tbe
war began, accord' ng to reports from
the battle front received here.
The crisis in the Germsn attempt
to seise the French channel ports,
scarcely twenty miles from the coast
of England, came Monday with the
French official announcement that
both the British fleet and the heavy
German guns that destroyed the Antwerp forts had taken part in a battle,
the front of which extended from
Meuport to Vladslo.
Tbe Parts war office claims that the
western German wing has been driven
back and that tbe British fleet has
made an occupation of the channel
ports by the Kaiser's troops impossible.

Heavy fighting near, Dunkirk is announced In statements from both
Paris and Berlin. The German war
office claims that the Kaiser's troops
have reached the neighborhood of that
port and that the inhabitants are fleeing from both Dunkirk and Boulogne.
The Paris statement declares that
the Belgian army has repulsed tbe
Germans near Nleuport, which is half
way between Ostend and Dunkirk.
It is also stated that the British
fleet burled German land forces back.
In regard to the remainder ot tbe
immense battle front, the Berlin report is silent, while Paris claims
progress has been made between Arras and Roye and near St. Mlhiel on
the right bank of the Meuse.
The allies have also made progress
eastward from a point south of
towsrd Lille on a line running roughly to Arras.
The report tells of
fighting in which the allies are advancing. Tho battle has raged around
Arras without respite for ten days
and on the part of the allied troops
"with a perseverance and a spirit
which never has been relaxed.
"In Belgium attacks by the Germans between Nleuport and Dixmude
have been repulsed by the Belgian
army effectually aided by the British
fleet," the official communication Issued by tbe French war office says.
"Between Arras and Roye slight
progress has been made at several
points. Our troops have reached as
far as the wire nets of the defense.
"In the neighborhood of St. Mlhiel
we have gained some ground on tbe
right bank of the Meuse.
"No news of Importance bas been
received regarding tbe remainder of
the fight."
Nations Resume Naval Activity.
For the first time since tbe war began, the fleets of all the warring. nations have become active and losses
have been reported by both sides,
following the sinking of four German
torpedo boat destroyers by the British Saturday.
The British battleship Triumph' was
seriously damaged by shell fire from
Monday, and it
the forts at Tsing-Tawas officially announced at Tokio that
tbe Japanese cruiser Takacblho was
bay on
sunk by a mine In Klao-Chathe night of October 17.
The Takacblho was built In 1885 and
refitted in 1900. She was a vessel of
3.70O tons and was 300 feet long and
beam. Her main battery
had a
guns and her
consisted of eight
speed waa about 18 knots. The cruiser carried a crew of 367 men, only 13
of whom, according to the official report, are known to have been saved.
The Takacbiho was on patrol duty,
when she fouled a
outside Tsing-Tau- ,
mine. Japanese destroyers heard the
explosion and saw the flames. They
hurried to tbe assistance of the cruiser, which, however, disappeared very
house-to-hous-

e

quickly.
A battle between a German

cruiser, apparently the Karlsruhe, and a British cruiser somewhat
similar in size, Is reported by tbe
American schooner Fannie Prescott,'
which arrived In Havana, Cuba, from
Gulf port. Miss. The engagement Is
said to have occurred October 17 in
latitude 26 40' north and longitude
Afu-a hair hour ot
84 20' west.
the cruisers separated, according
to the schooner's crew, tbe British
vessel going west and the German
north. Tbe German, it waa stated,
wss listing to port, and apparently had
been damaged seriously.
Two submarine vessels went out
from tbe Bay of Cat taro to attack a
French fleet which was making Its
way along the Dalmatian coast, according to a dispatch from Rome. They
were quickly sighted, however, by the
French lookouts, and a
sbot sent one ot them, the leader, to
tbe bottom. The other submarine escaped. The French fleet subsequently
recommenced the bombardment of tbe
fort ot Cattaro.
An Austrian aeroplane dropped sev
eral bombs In tbe neighborhood of tbe
Cast, but no damage was done.
r

First photograph of the dreadful
aaauy wounded French and tmgllsh soldier
the train went into the river.
BELGIAN QUEEN WITH
KING ALBERT AT FRONT.

L roBB irfein
iry bridge across the Mame, in which
were silled The bridge had bean destroyed bv the ' mans and
--

stoicism, and that Queen Kllzanoili
en ly, at cording to
was sharing his perils and giving an ruler at Ostcinl
and courage tho Dally Kipji , whiuh quotes the
example of d'gnlt
diplomat.
The
wort
"Our artsy lit retreated from
M.
sman. In alluding to the pres
brilliantly. All
ence In Havro of virtually the entire warp and conce
diplomatic corps assigned to Belgium, are ready to gl' their lives as am I.
It breaks
of tie for Belgian lnd andepce.
aid: "Tbe representative
that this beautiful
United Btatea and Spain, carrying ou my heart to thl
laelr special mission, remained tn the country, o pet iful, so industrious.
bould be occupied even temporarily
Invaded territory."
London
"Tell everybody I will by so wanton sn enemy. I feel that
nover ltwve my army if I leave Bel- whatever has been done has the warm
gian soil " This declaration was made api-c- f al of all Belgian and civilised
by King Albert ot Belgium to a Bel- - Bu ope."
i

Ant-ate-

"Queen Elisabeth of the
Belgians is with her husband at the
headquarters of the Belgian army and
Is bis constant companion, except
when King Albert approaches the firing line to encourage and direct his
Havre.

M. Hulsmana, Belgian minister ot
stale, in announcing this fact added
that Ktng Albert waa showing great
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WORLD TO FEED ARMIES

JAP CRUISER SUNK; BRITISH SHIP SAYS EUROPEAN CONFLICT ANC
WANING HER08 CF AMERICA
DAMAGED; AU8TRIAN SUB-
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Wwurn Nowapapor union N.w Borrico.
Chicago. Shortage of a meat supply
face the world aa a result of thl
European war, George L. McCarthy ol
New York, secretary of the Americas
Meat Packers' Union, asserted befor
the ninth annual convention of the as
soctation which openedhere Monday
"Europe will soon exhaust Us own
food supply and then will draw on tbe
world to feed Its huge armies and helpless populations," McCarthy ssld. "The
resulta will be felt the world over.
Taken In connection with tbe fact that
this country Is extremely short of food
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Sally From ths Kitchen.
"Does this war they're talking so
much about make much difiere no to
youT"
"The missus says we've got to econ
omize, so we're to have "margarine
with meal In the kitchen."

"Doesn't she have 1L then?"
"Not her. She ays it donH suit her
digestion. But there's nothing wrong
with her digestion We know that
animals, the prospect for an abundant For
as often as not we send ber up
supply, either In the United States or the 'margarine
and have the butter
abroad, Is not encouraging."
ourselves." London
supdiminishing
beef
Light on the
ply, the waning herds on tbe American
important to Rotrier
Examine carefully every bottle of
cattle ranges, methods to be adopted
to Induce farmers to raise more stock CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy tor
and the effects of the war on the coat Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
of food products Is expected to be shed
in the convention. More than 700 rep- Signature
supply
Tn TTm Vni. OirAr SO VnnfB
resentatives of 600 packing and
houses are attending the convention. Children Cry for Fletcher's CastorU
E. T. Cash of St. Louis, heading a
delegation which seeks to bring next
Have One Good Use.
year's convention to St. Louis, said
"I suppose, farmer, that tbe crows
good
a
the young men ot today have
created tbe havoc with your corn this
chance to get rich raising hogs.
year?"
Among subjects tor consideration
"Gawsh, no! I put up er scarecrow
will be a request for the government dressed in the kind er rig the women
to make an appropriation to stamp out are w sarin' nowadays, and It scared
tuberculosis in cattle and to have the the daylights out of 'em."Boston
tax removed from oleomargarine.
Transcrpt.
James Craig, Jr., president ot the
association, predicted the time when Weeks'
Tablets
practically every Industry In the ooun-trwould be under government super- A guaranteed remedy for Colds and
La Grippe. Price 25c of your druggist.
vision.
James E. Poole of Chicago said large It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.
areas on which cattle might be raised
From Lsst Year.
He idle; that more and more farmers
Kathryn Did she wear a picture
are turning their bay and corn directly
Into cash instead ot feeding livestock. hatT
Klttye Yes, an old master.
He added that one reason for this was
the difficulty of financing breeding
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets first put up
operations, and suggested that postal 40 Dr.
years
They regulate and invigorate
savings, on which tbe government stomach, nao.
liver snd bowels.
pays 2 per cent, could be loaned to cat- tiny granules. Adv.
tlemen at 8 per cent and that this
A woman naturally regards a man
would revive the waning Industry
within ten years. He attacked tba as a riddle when he prefers a glass of
law which gives certain water rights beer to an ice cream soda.
to homesteaders, asserting that for
every water course given over to the
private ownership of a homesteader
the country Is deprived ot 1,000 cattle.
The report of the executive commit
tee touching animal disease declared
that $200,060,000 worth of livestock Is
lost annually through preventable disease. The government, however, It
was stated, was doing excellent work
In combatting this waste.
Tit-Bit-

'
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TF you feel that
A you are smoking

too many cigars,

Man Leaps Bridge to Escape Engine,
Denver. Dean Rennick, 82, who

came to Denver recently from the
northern Colorado beet fields, where
he had been employed, Jumped from a
railroad trestle into the Platte rivor,
making the leap in fear that he was
about to be struck by a locomotive. H
landed on a pile of slag in the river.
His right ankle was badly broken, but
he dragged himself through the water
to the bank of the river, and there he
was found about 7 o'clock the following morning and was taken to the
county hospital.
TAX INCREASE

try Fatima cigarettes. They cost
less, last longer, and are

more wholesome.

18 UPHELD.

Levy Is Rslsed and $100,000
More Revenue Is Provided.
Denver. The State Board of Equalisation accepted all recommendations
ot the State Tax Commission for In-

State

creases in county valuations, refused
the claims of public utility corporations that the assessments of their
properties should be lowered, and
fixed the state tax levy for 1914 at
1.3

mills.

The levy is an increase of .09 mills
over that for 1913, and will bring to
the state about $100,000 more revenue,
needed because of payments of Interest on bonds and failure to make some
collections in the last year.
It will enable the state government
to pay tn full all appropriations made
by tbe Legislature, including those for
all state institutions.
The total assessed valuation of the
state, which was fixed by the tax commission and upon which ths levy waa
made. Is $1,311,210,343.
The total estimated revenue, which
the state will obtain under the levy,
la $1,832,583.

ft eOOD COMPLEXION
GUARANTEED.

USE ZONA

P0SUE

the beauty powder compressed with healing
agents, yon will never be annoyed by pimples, blackheads or facial blemishes. It
not satisfied after thirty days trial your
dealer will exchange for 500 in other goods
try it
Zona has satisfied for twenty year
at our risk. At dealer or mailed, Joe.
ZONA COMPANY. WICHITA, KANSAS

DEFIANCE

STMCH

is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not Injure the Boost fabric. For
laundry purpose sit has SO eqasL 16 ex.

sacksgelOc.
Bryan on Campaign Trip.
store stssehfec issss ssoaey.
Columbus, Kan., Oct. 20. William J. DEFIANCE STARCH CO.. Omaha. Nebraska
Bryan, secretary of state, opened a
two days' tour In behalf ot the Democrats of Kansas here yesterday morn
ing.
He planned to deliver fifteen
HAVE YOU ANY?
speeches before leaving the state at
WRIT US.
Wichita, Kan., tonight. Last jjlght
the secretary croa bed over to Joplln
and addressed Democrats of tbe Fit'
teenth Missouri Congressional dis MS W. SOUTH WATER ST., CHIOASO
trict Mr. Bryan will speak In Pueble
and other Colorado cities, Oct. SI, and Candida tes Send $1
at Denver on the 22d.
PIOTU KM SHOWS of roar own to...
hillw
it. 0, KuUUi Co., S.OU lStb JttHMt, Uial
1-- 3

BROOM CORN

Coyne Brothers

CIMARRON

Dr. Marden's

Uplift Talks

By ORISON

SWETT MARDEN.

br MaOlnn.

radUas

on hit study table a
RI'RKIN keptblock
of chalcedony, on
which m engraved "Today."
We all kaow people who, according
to their own account, would be very
philanthropic If they had but the
Une: who would vlalt the sick, reliare
the poor, and comfort the. widow and
the fatherless In their affllctloni, did

lelaure permit.
Others would become (treat author,
lingera, Inyentore, statesmen, if they
only bad the time.
But, alas! they
have absolutely no time not more
than one or two or three houra a dar
at moat, and what does that amount
to?
An education that would adorn a
man of letters, or qualify a college
professor, baa been secured in the
fragments of leisure that are often
wasted because tbey are so brief.
Some people will pick up a good
education In the odds and ends of
time which others carelessly throw
away, as one man saved a fortune by
mall economies which others disdain
to practice. Who is too busy to givs
T
an bour a day for
Oreat characters bare ever been
misers of their moments; they hav
always placed high value upon their
time, and I have never known a man
to do anything very great in this
world who set a light value upon his
time. A youth has the ability .that
does things when he sets a high value
upon hla tiue and is always trying to
Improve himself In his spare moments.
I have never known such a youth wbo
has not .turned out well.
You will never "And" time for anything. If you want time, you must
make it
"There are moments," says Dean
Alford, "which are worth more than
years. We cannot help it. There Is
no proportion between spaces of time
in Importance or In value. A stray,
unthougbt-o- f
Ove minutes may contain
the event of a life. And this
moment who can tell when
it will be upon us?
"Drive the minutes, or they will
drive you."
Many a greet man has snatched his
reputation from odd bits of time which
others, who wonder at their failure to
get on, throw away. In Dante's time
nearly every literary man In Italy was
a
merchant, physician,
statesman, judge or soldier.
Rufus Choate used to lay out a
course of study in the classics practically parallel with that of the young
men in Harvard university, and by
Improving the few spare moments
which his immense practice left him
would keep pace with the students,
year after year.
Macaulay wrote his "Lays of Ancient Rome" in the war office while
holding the post of secretary of war.
Mr Gladstone also kept In front of
him this word: "Today." This waa
to be a perpetual reminder to him of
the rapid flight of time, the rapid slipping through his fingers of his precious life capital, and It was his determination never to allow an hour to
pass through his hands from which h
had not extracted every possibility.
He wss always storing up bits of precious knowledge, valuable Information,
and this cólossa! accumulation, this
marvelous
and
were responsible for a large
part of his gigantic achievement.
What a rebnke Is such a life to thousands of young men and women who
throw away whole months, and even
years, of that which the "Orand Old
Man" hoarded up to even the smallest
fragments.
Success In life is wbat Oarfield
called a question of "margins." Tell
me how a young roan utas the little
ragged edges or time while waiting for
meals or tardy appointments, after hla
day's work Is done, or evenings what
lie Is revolving In his mind at every
opportunity and I will tell you what
that voting man's success will be.
The worst of a lost hour la not so
much in the waated tima as lu the
wasted power. "If you are idle, you
are on the way to ruin, and there are
few stopping places upon it. It Is
rather a precipice than a road," said
Henry Ward Beecher.
Let uo moment pass until you have
extracted from it every possibility.
Watch' every grain in the hoi r glass
Tet your record be for the coming
new year: "No moment, waated, no
power perverted, no opportunity neghard-workin- g

self-cultur-

lected''
time ago

read a story about
SOMB
officer In India who consulted a great physician because he
felt fagged from the exceealve heat
and long hours of service. The physician examined him and said he
would write to him on the morrow.
The letter the patient received Informed blru that bis left luna waa entirely gone, his heart serioualy affected, and advised him to adjust hla
business affairs at once. "Of course,
you may live for weeks," it said, "but
you had best ot leave important matters undecided."
Naturally the young officer was dismayed by this death warrant.
Re
grew rapidly worse, and in 34 houra
respiration waa difficult and be had an
acute pain In the region of the heart.
He took to his bed with the conviction that be should never risa from it
I

íht he gr
servant Si

Idly

SENATE PASSES

if

f

Ing to yourself
demanded the physician. "There, waa no Indication of
this sort wben I saw you yesterday."
"It Is my heart, I suppose," weakly
answered the patient in a whisper.
"Your heart!" repeated tho doctor
"Your heart waa all right yesterday "
"My lungs, then," said the patient.
"Wbat ta the nutter with you, man?
You don't seem to have been drinking."
"Your letter, your letter!" gaaped
'.he patient "You said I had only a
few weeks to live.'
"Are yon crasy?" said the doctor.
"I wrote you to take a week's vacation In the hills and you would be

all right"
The patient, with the pallor of death
in his face, could scarcely raise his
head from the pillows, but be drew
from uraer the bedclothes the doctor's
letter.
"Heavens, man!" cried the physician; "this was meant for another
patient! My assistant misplaced tin

letter."

The young officer sat up In bed Immediately and waa entirely well In a

few hours.
We are all at come time In our Uvea
victime of the Imagination. The conviction that we are desperately 111, or
that we have been exposed to a terrible malady, to some incurable, contagious dtseaae, completely upsets the

entire system and reverses the
of the various functtona; the
mind does not act with ita customary
vitality and power and there Is a
general dropping of physical and mental standards all along the line, until
we become the victims of the thing
we fear.
When 1 was in the Harvard Medical
school, one of tho best professors
there, a celebrated physician, who had
been lecturing upon the power of the
Imagination, warned the student
against the danger of Imagining that
they, themselves, bad the disease
about which they studied. The professor told me that once he got it into
bis bead that he was developing
Plight's disease in his system. The
conviction became so strong that he
was In the graap of this
fatal
disease that he preferred to die rather
than be told of his condition by another physician. He lost hla appetite, lost
flesh rapidly, and became almost incapable of lecturing, until one day a medical friend, astonished at the change
in hla appearance, asked what was the
matter with him.
"I have Brlght's disease." was the
reply. "I am sure of os for I have
every symptom." '
Nonsense," said his friend; "you
have nothing of the kind."
After a great deal of persuasion,
the professor was Induced to submit
to an examination, and It was dlacov-erethat there waa not the slightest
evidence of Bright s disease In his
system. He rallied so quickly that
even in a day those who knew him
noticed the change. His appetite returned, his flesh came back, and he
was a new man.
Medical history shows that thousands of people have died the victims of their Imagination. They were
convinced they had diseases which In
reality they never had. The trouble
was not in the body, but in the mind.
a

proc-eaae-
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Something About Your Finger.
The cutting of the finger nails is
one of those little tasks from which
we are relieved only by the grave.
It is computed that their average
growth, in aickneas and in health. Is
of an inch a week,
a little more than an Inch and a half
a year.
This rate of growth. however, is not
the aame for all the fingers, the thumb
and the little finger being the ones
whose nails grow more slowly than
the others, while the middle finger Is
the fastest of the lot. In summer it
has been observed that they grow
quicker than In winter, and some authorities hold that the nails on the
right hand lengthen more rapidly than
those on the left. In either case they
grow four tiroes as fast as the nail
on our toes.
Heroic Remedy.

coutrlbulor lu Everybody's Maga-sintell bow an irate woman cured
her huiband of the drink habit after
be Lad spent money ou "boose" that
she liad meant to use for getting
clothes for the children: "I Jest let
him go to bed, and after be's been
sleeping long enough to be pretty near
sober, I goes and sews him up In the
bedclothes, takes the broomstick and
pounds the devil out of 'im, and I've
never bad a day's worry since " After
reading stories of
there
I
a certain satisfaction In coming
across the tata of a woman wbo
turned the tables to good purpose and
exorcised her husband s "devil "
A

e

wife-beatin-

A Social Warning.
"What are you going to do with all
the money you expect to make?" asked

Miss Cayenne.
"I'm going to have a floe bouse end

entertain

aumptuously."

replied the

price-booste- r.

"Yea but la the meantime you are
rendering yourself so unpopular that
bo really nice people will come to your
parti ea."
A Summer Hotel.
"I'm having a ih time here."
"You ought to mix more with the
other gueata. my dear. I'm sure they
are willing to be friendly."
"Aw, what's the use of listening to
the scandals of a lot of perfect stran-

ger." Louisville

Courier-Journa-

l
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TYLER KILLED

STATE NEWS

WAR TAX ACT

OF

INTEREST TO ALL

HOTEL

NEW MEXICO

LUXURIES HARDEST
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BEER, WINES, CORDIALS, PERFUMERY, COSMETICS AND CHEWING GUM

ARE TAXED.

Vl

t:nlnn
Brrlr
.ni . omim. BVKftTI
Nov
13 J8. Meeting
State Teachers'
Association at A Ibuqusrque.
Monntalnalr parties are preparing
to ship seven cars of beans.
A driving horse was stolen from
Colonel Reeves ct Endee.
Broom corn Is selling In Tucumcarl
At from $65 to $100 per ton.
The new $100,000 Santa Fe hospital
at Cloyis Is now open for business.
W. J. Rain has finished
the
plowing between Rock Island
and noise.
Forty-twtrue bills were reported
,te Judge Pope by the grand jury at
Santa Fe.
' The Lake wood section has shipped
nineteen cars of tomatoes thus far
this season.
' Wesley
T. Williams of Hlackdom
has resigned ss United States
DA

VowM'op.

TBI

i

d

Wsslarn

Napafxr

Union News Ssrvlcs.

Washington.
The administration
war revenue bill levying approximately $100,000,000.00
additional taxes, to
meet the emergency caused by the
war In Europe, was passed by the
Senate, 34 to 22, after southern Democrats in coalition with Republicans of
the Senate desperately fought to Indefinitely postpone consideration of
the measure, because cotton relief legislation had been decisively defeated.
The main provisions of the $100,000,-000.0war revenue bill are as follows:
Tax on beer, $1.76 a barrel; rectified whiskey, 5 cents a gallon; all domestic still wines, 8 cents a gallon,
and 55 cents a gallon on all grape
brandies used in fortification thereof;
champagnes, 25 cents a quart; carbonated wines, 10 cents a quart; liquor
and cordials, 24 centa a gallon; bankers, $i per $1,000 of capital, surplns
and undivided profits; pawnbrokers,
160 a year; commercial brokers, $20;
customcommission merchants,
house brokers, $10; proprietors of the
atres, museums and concert hallB with)
seating capacity of spot more than 300,
$26 a year; not exceeding 600 capacity
$50, not exceeding 1.000. $75; more
than 1,000, $100; circuses. $100. Other amusement proprietors or agents
except Chautauquas, lecture lyceums,
agricultural or Industrial fairs or exhibitions under religious or charitable
auspices $10; bowling alleys and billiard rooms, $5 tor each alley or table.
Special Tobacco Taxes.
Special annual taxes on tobacco
dealers and manufacturera:
Dealers in leaf tobacco, from $6 to
$24; dealers in tobacco, $4.80 for each
store; manufacturers of tobacco, with
annual sales not exceeding 100,000
pounds, $6; not exceeding 200,000
pounds, $12; not exceeding 400,000
pounds, $24; not exceeding l. 000,000
0

ti;

5.000,000 pounds, $300:
20.000.000
$600;
pounds.
10,000,000
pounds. $1,200; exceeding 20.000,000
pounds. $2,496.

pounds.

$60;

Manufacturers of cigars, whose
nua salee do not exceed 100,000

an-

$50; 6000,000.
$12; 1,000,000,
$150; 20,000,000, 600; 40,000,000, $1,200;
exceeding 40,000,000, $2,496.

Manufacturers of cigarettes with annual sales not exceeding 1,000,00 cigarettes, $12; 2,000,000. $24; 5.000,000,
$120; 50.000, $600;
$60; 10.000,000,
100,000,000, $1.200; exceeding 100,000,-00$2.496.

Levies on Perfumery.
Stamp taxes as follows:

Perfumery, cosmetics and similar
of a cent for
articles from
s
of
package to
each
package and
a cent on each
of a cent for each additional 26 cent in value; chewing gum,
4 cents for each $1.0 Oof value: sparkling wines not otherwise taxed, 1
cent for pinta and 2 cents for all larger containers.
Bonds, certificates of indebtedness
of certificates of stock, 6 cents for
each $100 of value; aales, agreements
to sell, etc., 2 cents on each $100 of
value: exempting agreements of deposit on stock certificates as collateral for loans: board of trade sales or
agreeenmt to sell, 1 cent for each
$100 of value; promissory notes, 2
cents per $100; express and freight
billa of lading, 1 cent each; newspa
per shipment
taxed on monthly
sworn statements of publishers (ship
ments within the county of publica
tlon exempted) 1 cent per shipment:
telegraph and telephone messages, I
cent each; Indemnifying bonds, 60
cent; certificates of damage, etc., St
centa; certificates of profits, 2 cents
for each $100; certificates of damages,
etc., 25 centa; all other certificates required by law, 10 cents each; broker
notes, memorandums of sale, etc., 10
cents; conveyances, 60 cents on values
between $100 and $500 and 60 cents
for each additional $500 of value; cus
torn bouse receipts, 26 centa to $1.00
on values ranging from $100 to more
than $500; custom house withdrawal
entries, 50 cents each.
Marine and fire ipauraace polk lea.
cent oat each dollar of premium, cooperative and mutual fire insurance
exempted; casualty insurance, 1 cent
on each dollar of premium.
Passage tickets sold In the United
States to foreign ports not exceeding
$30 In cost, $3; more thau $00, $6:
tickets leas than $10 exempted.
Power of attorney, 10 centa; protests of notes, etc., 25 cents; parlor
car seats and berths, t cent
Maximum estimate of annual revenue, $107,000,000; minimum estimates
baaed on possible slump In beer production, $92.000,000.
one-eight- h
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School Gets Domestic Science Expert.
Sterling. Misa Elisabeth O. Hlller
of Chicago, domestic science special
iat, will conduct a
course
in cooking and allied aubjects during
the short course to be given at the
Logan Count High school
two-week-s'

' Twenty

three cars of cattle were,
hipped by Cole Rallston from Magdalena for point-- east.
The total number of automobiles
registered In New Mexico is 1,996,
against 1,897 a year ago.
Tim trial of Pedro Ascarate, charged
with the murder of his wife some time
ago. was held at Carrizoxo.
Thirteen people were killed within
the state during the year, owing to accidents on the Santa Fe failroad.
hnve
j Three cars i of honey
been
pipped from Farmlngton. The aVer-ag- J
price Is about $2.75 per case.
The Santa Fe railroad operates in
New Mexico 1,177.85 miles
of main
line track and 43.31 miles of spurs.
P. D. Southworth, the new agricultural agent of Luna county, arrived In
Deming and has started to work.
Mining
development In Mncoln
county is soon to take on a boom,
i
0 Judge Lorln C. Collins.
The enrollment of students at the
State School or Mines at Socorro this
,

ac-n-

year is 20 per cent larger than last
year
The long projejeted sale of the New
Mexico Cental railroad by Referee Collins, was again postponed, this time In-
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OWNER SHOT BY ADMIRER OF HIS WIFE.

PEOPLE

DEFEAT
OF
COTTON
RELIIF
MADE BASIS FOR STRUGGLE
AGAINST LEGISLATION. '

BY

n.

Wtrn

Slayer Had Been Ordered From House
by Hotel Proprietor Mr. Tyler

,,.,.,- union Kw Rorrie.
DENVER MARKETS.

on Way to California.

Cattle.

in.,., n
Sffrvtr.
Roy, N. M. Oscar Ktdd shot Paul
Tyler, a young hotel owner, through
the abdomen and shoulder. Tyler died
later at the Dawson hospital.
Kldd Is said to have been aUe.nl
Mrs. Tyler and 111 feelng Is
to have arisen between the mnu
on account of this. Kldd says he
hot In
Kldd was ordered away from the
hotel by Tyler, who wis armed with a
revolver Kldd fired, the bulle enter
lug Tyler's body, and when Tyler attempted to reply Kidd shot Uim
through the shoulder. While a deputy
sheriff was taking Kldd and Bert Jay,
who waa with htm at the time of the
shooting, to Jail. Tyler's father alined
to shoot the prisoner, but was dis
armed.
Mrs Tyler was en route to Lob Angeles, having left Albuquerque
for
that city the night before the shooting.

Wttsttri.
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Old Cowmen Attend Reunion.
- The old timers are not yet
all gone from Northern New Mexico.
The most conspicuous event of the
forth annual session of the Northern
New Mexico fair waa the first annual
cowmen's
celebraron and reunion,
when 198
residents of this
county placed 'heir ñama on the reg
later at the cowmen's headquarters.
A large register was opened and each
visiting
was requested to
his name, the date of hla coming
to New Mexico and the brands of the
outfits for which he worked. Among
Raton.-

old-tim- e

'

Beef steers, corn fed, good
to choice
$7.2507.71
Beef steers, corn fed, fair
to good
6.7607.15
Beef steers, greasers, good
to choice
7.WÍ07.66
Beef steers, era s ser s, fair
6.5O($7.0O
lo good
Heifers, prime, corn fed . . 6.6047.00
Cowa and heifers, corn fed,
good to choice
6. 2696.76
Cows and belfers, corn fed
fair to good
3.7508.J6
Cows and helfera, graasers,
good to choice
5.750 6.50
Cows and helfera. graasers.
fair to good
6.00 5.76
Cows and helfera, grasaers,
common to fair
3.7504.75
Feeding cowa
4.2506.26
Veal calves
7.0009.00
Bulls
4.5005.50
Stags
5.0096.60
Feeders and stackers, good
to choice
C.O507.4O
Feeder and stackers, fair
to choice
0.0006.65
Feeders and stackers, common to fair
6.0006.00
Hogs.
Good hogs

7.3007.40
Sheep.

Iainbs

$6.5007.26
4.0004.70
5.2505.65
4.754t5.26
f. 2506.86

Ewes
Yearlings
Wethers
Feeder lembs, F.P.R
Feeder ewes, F. P. R.
BreedlrT ewes

3.80

03.00

4.6005.00

Hay.
(F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price. 1
' oh it ail., upland, per ton .
11.60
Nebraska upland, per ton 9.00 'n 10.00
Second bottom
Colorado.
the oldest pioneers registered at this
and Nebraska, per ton 9.004T 10.00
first reunion were the following, all Timothy, per ton
14.00015.00
of whom came to Colfax county previ- Alfalfa, per ton
7.000 H.OO
18.00
ous to 1870: A. K. Lettou, 1862; South Park, choice, per tort.
Elijah Johnson. 1808; M. B. Stockton, Sau Luis Valley, per ton. . 10.004j.il.00
Uunnison
Valley,
per
.11.00018,00
ton,
,
1N68; Joseph Doggett, 1X64: B. S.
per ton
4.00
3.50
1863;
James Wilcox Trinidad. Straw,
r

.

Let-ton-
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1869.

Grain.

Breeders to Stamp Out Cholera.
Roswell
At a meeting attended by
more than fifty swine breeders and
definitely.
hog growers of this section held at
The county commissioners have ap- the Commercial Club rooms, an organpropriated $500 toward a display tobe ization was ,
and a rampnign
man. at the San Diego exposition inaugurated to control and
the
from Quay county.
eradication of hog cholera. Dr. A. J.
The walls of the Catholic church at Payne of the animal husbandry secCapitán are nearly completed
and tion, agricultural department. Wash
the adobes are being fast luid for ington, made an address lasting over
the Baptist church.
iwo nours. Mr. r, U yeaw, manager
of the Oasis ranch, wus made chairThe forest service has lately
the building of a telephone man and a thorough working organiza-tlowas formed. Another meeting to
Une from Coyote plaza to Capulín, on
perfect the working organization will
the Jemez forest.
According to a report from Santa be held.
Fe, it costs $25 a year to give a Tu- Baca Cleared of Falsifying Paper.
'linear, boy or girl an education in
the public schools.
Santa Fe. Roman L. Baca, speaker
Judge William H. Pope entered Judg- of the first state House of Representament In favor of the defendant in the tives, was cleared of all taint from
rase of U. S. - llcnjajmln F. Paiikey, two Indictments returned against him
by the last grand jury when Judge K.
a case over some survey fees.
Morn than 3,000 acres of Soudan C. Abbott Instructed the Jury In the
grass were planted this year in the District Court to return a verdict of
vicinity of Lubbock, and the acreage not guilty to the charge of false certification against Mr. Haca. The perwill be Increased next year.
jury Indictment agaliibt him had alExtra 264 cast hound on the El Paso ready been quashed, on motion
of his
and Southwestern struck and fatally attorney.
injured a negro at mile post 71. about
15 miles south of Aalamugordo.
Old Turquoise Mine Sold.
State Engineer Jarnes A. French .1.
Santa Pp. The famous old tur. lined
to extend the time for the com- quoise mine near Cerillos,
where the
pletion of the Houdo irrigation project,
Tlffanys
supply of the
secured
their
12
ago.
which lapsed about
months
blue gems for many years, was sold
A petition In bankruptcy from Robunder foreclosure by J. II. Christ, comen Strumaky of Xoswell was referred missioner.
Tie price wus $24,000, and
to D. W. Elliott as referee by Judge the purchaser Frederick K. Gilbert,
H
W
Popo at Hftiita Fe. HtrumsWy who held the mortgage. The mine has
lists his llabilitlea as $(.IU9 and his been idle for years, owing to fear of
asset as $0.7 '.9
overproduction.
Mrs Mabel Hall, lor the past four
year matron or the Casa Kamona. the
Charged With Postoffice Breaking.
girls' dormitory at the Normal UniSanta Fe. The indictment of Roy
versity at Las Vegas, has been disanil Clarence Watkins was announced
by
missed
the board.
as having taken place during the reThe "better babies" contest, which gent grand Jury session.
They are
eeryone unites In .ailing the great charged with breaking Into the post
succegs of tho San Miguel county fair, office at Alma and an. now lu cusdosed, 74 babies having been exam- tody at 8llver City. They were bound
ined out of 79 entrants.
over by Federal Commissioner W. H.
county Treasurer J. F. Taylor of Newoomb.
Curry county resigned his office after a Jury, lu the District court had
Rancher Killed In a Fight.
disagreed aa to charges of IncompetRaton
W. C. Payne, 49, was killed
on
wus
ence
which Taylor
being tried. by a blow
over the bead with a pitchA Darning man has Inventad an Imfork wielded, it Is charged, by Thomas
proved threshing machine that can be J. Relíale. 56. The fight between the
nianafkcturcd at ..out
of two men, both large land owners,
the ooat of an ordinary threshing ma- grew out of the discharge of Payne's
chine. A company will be organised son. Karl, aa foreman of the Belisle
to manufacture this improved adjunct ranch.
Belisle gave himself up.
of agriculture.
According to an opinion of Attorn
Women Elect Mrs. Aeplund.
ney (leñera Frank W. Clancy, It is
Silver City- .- Mr. R. F. Asplund of
wrong to play cards In this state for Santa Fe was elected preeldeut of the
prises, even by bridge clubs or at State Federation of Women's clubs at
card parties, also, it Is unlawful to the annual meeting here. Mrs. W. 8.
carry a revolver In the saddle in any Ink of San Marcial was elected sectown of the atato. but permissible to retary. Portales was selected as the
carry a weapon while tiaveling.
convention city lu 1916.
Not much bus beén said concerning
potetoea grown lu New Mexivo, but New Vaughn Antonchico Thoroughfare
around Cimarron i. new record for
Las Vegas. The Vaughn Commerthat sort of crop will be set in the cial Club has started a movement
Moreno valley, where It Is claimed looking to the
construction of a new
16,000 pound per acre will be the out
throughfare direct from Vaughn to
put this season
Antonchico, cutting the distance beI 'sing
the same methods which tween thoee two places very material.t
almost result. In the destruction of ly. It la proposed to use the old
the Bldodt store at Cbamlta, firebug
l
auto route in connecnearly burned out the ranch home of tion with the new highway from
Mis Clara D. True, near that town ac- Vaughn to Antonchico and lu doing ao
cording to reports receleved from
cut down the distance between La
Oil soaked kindling waa Vegas and Roawell at least twenty
tacked against the buildings
mile leas than any other road.

Wheat, choice milling,
Nebraska oats, sacked
Corn chop, sack
Corn, in sack
Bran. Colo., 100 Iba.

'

com-Mnce- d

u

v-

--

Flour.

Standard Colorado, net

$2.86

Dressed Poultry.
Less 10
Commission.
1
Turkeys, fancy D. P. ,
Turkeys, old Toms
Turkeys, choice

021

9
18

010

010

12
11
8

014
018
010

Live Poultry.
10
Commission.
Hons, fancy
IS
Hena, small
10

014
011

Hens, large
Hens, small
Broilers
Spring

15

Rooster

,

Broilers
Springs
Rooster
Turkeys.

1011.

young

in ks

14
14
L6

Ducks
Ueese

17
MS

018

C

0 7
018
0 13
010
0 10

or over

16

12

Ducks
Ueese

9

9

014

Egg.
Eggs, graded No.
O.

B.

1,

net, F.

Denver

34

Eggs, graded. No. 2. net, F.
1$
O. B. Denver
Eggs, case count, less commission . . .'
6.QO06.8O
r- -

Butter.
,

IK Ul

Creameries, ex. Colo.,
Creameries, ex. Bast.
Creameries, 2d grade,
Process .
Packing stock

30
lb.
lb.
lb.

.29

B SO

..26

OM
026
086

.

..2

26

21

V

Fruit.
new, box ....1.0001.76
Cantaloupe, Colo., crate ...1.25 01.75
Peaches, Colo., box
600 .76
Pea-s- ,
Colo
1.5002.00
Watermelons, Colo., cwL
5001.00
Apples, Colo

,

Vegetables.
Celery, doz.. Colo
Cabbage, Colo., cwL
!ettiice, head, Colo., dos.
Onion, cwt., Colo
Potatoes, Colo
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.
MISCELLANEOUS

one-alxt- h

Vsughn-Hoewel-

100 lbs. ..1.33
1.25
1.65
1.56
1.40
1.48
1.00

Rye. Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
Idaho oats, sacked

800

,

iad,

wii'.bi.i."
.03

.020

MARKETS
$3.36;

spelter,

Silver In London.
Bar Silver 23d

i.on.iou.

junce.

.30
.78
.50

90ti.nu

. .

Lead and Spelter.

St.
$4.85.

.

Wa
.250

pel

utter and Egg.
Kansas City, Mo. Butter Cream
try, 29c; first. 26c; seconds. 26c;
packing,

30c.

Kkks--Fir- st,
Poultry--Hens- ,

23c; seconds, le.
12c; broil rs, 16o.

Chicago drain and Provllson Priesa.
Chicago. -- Wheat No. 8 rod, $1.100
1.11; No.

I hard,

2 yellow, 7840Tlc; No.
yellow, 72Vs078ao.
Oata No. S white, 4444046e;
atandai. 46Vt04744o.
Rye No. 3. 9Q09OVÍO.
Corn--

No.

S

Barle- y- 56078c.
Timothy

$4.0006.86.

Clover $1 1.000 1 4.00.
Pork $17.60.
Lard $10.86.
Rib -$- 10.76011.60
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MRS.

BURLESON

Extreme School of Eugenists
tacked by Doctor $aleeby

AN

Wlfa of Poetmastor Qtroral
Place Among Writers with Pro- duetlon of "Secretary."

tUMB

OfQ

flMHS

OLflttB

on Wrong Premise Taking
Children From Unnatural Environ-mcnla Not interfering With
Natural Selection

Caaad

t

Washington. Mr. Albert H Burle
son la ona cabinet member's wife who
doss not shine in reflected glory
The postmaster general Is distinguished among statesmen, but hi
fame la matched by the fame hla wire
haa won In the literary world.
The production of her clever com
edy. "Hla Secretary," In Washington
last winter, with Preston Olbaen
sponsor, gave Mrs Hurleeon a place
among recognised writers and called
attention to the fact that ahe had al
ready written "The Vive Mexico.
"Her Hour" and "The Deluge." and
several other playa that had been sue.
cessfully produced
"I began writing long before I assumed the reeponalbllltlea of a fam
lly," says Mrs. Bifrleeon, "but
glad
ly laid aside my pen to rock th
cradle, and I had little hope of ever
taking It up again. Rnt now the chll
dren ar grown, my eldest daughter
haa a baby of her own, and my ambl
tlon to write la even greater than It
was when I waa a young girl, and ao
--

THE

C1MAKK

ALB. E

CLOSING ISSUES
Within a few days the political campaign in this state
state will come to an abrupt end. The issues have been
numerous and exhaustive. They were injected into this
campaitrn by reason of their appropriate fitness and un
questioned necessity, at a time when the pangs of hunger
and starvation knock at the man's door who depends upon
his daily earnings for his subsistence, and athis is the class
of men who will voice their sentiments on November 3; and
this is the class whom the Grand ld Party is offering its
services. It did this for 50 years and is at hand to do so
again in return for your vote.
The Republican party can and will make it possible
for you to hear the factory thistle blow beckoning you to
come to work; edflcare your children and enjoy the fruits
of your labor. You do not have to be told this, but it is
recalled lest you forget. This party does not go on record
as a party without achievements or mere promises, it has
the ability to cope with situations for your lenefit; it gives
you employment and prosperity.
The party in power is a party of promises; it was instrumental in closing the factory, mine, mill and the end is
not yet. You were given promises, but did you derive any
benefit therefrom? It has thrown millions out of employment, depleted the treasury and now under a mask of a
r
blessing has burdened you with a
tax for you to pay.
This same party is now asking you to reinstate it on
November 3. so that it may continue to lead you into the
mire. It does not ask you to support it for what it has
done but for what it will do. You have had nearly two
years of democratic prosperity and will you again be mislead? A vote for Fergusson is to vote for poverty.

'
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the Republican ticket, but because they stand for things
which we believe are detrimental to the future growth of
New Mexico.
The News opposes Fergusson and the others'because
they have different views as to what will build up the
state. And tneir views in our opinion mean destruction
rather than construction. They have played to that element in New Mexico which has had (or its object the ruination of the state. This is not guess work; it is not an
idle statement. The history of New Mexico for the past
two years is the proof. The sole question before the voters in New Mexico this year is whether we are to have a
continuance of this pulsory carelessness in public offices
that has marked the past two years, or whether the Republican nominees, who stand for law and order, peace and
prosperity are to control the state. The issue is clear cut
and well defined. There is no other. There is no denying that the element that believes in retrogression and disorder has control of the Democratic party. And this ele
uient haB nominated a man who is known to have violated
his pledges in the capital at Washington.

State Game Warden de Baca evidently is taking care

of his kinfolk while in public office in supplying his herd
for the lean years to come; and the governor says Amen.
A striking example of economy and efficiency. The people are tired of seeing such Alpbonse and Gaston horse
play pulled off by these astute followers of democracy.

The morning paper is not anxious to publish the statement of Game Warden de Baca's expenditures. Can we
believe that thissame paper poses "without a collar" and
keep quiet. Perhaps the expenditures include a ham sandwich or quail on toast. It was ever thus and now.
A. A. Jones is out working for Fergusson". Mr. Fergusson will receive more votes if be remains in Washington where the voters will not hear his pledges, although
he has accomplished nothing.

war tax is a
producer tor the party in power as it will learn
3 when the election returns are received.

The

hundred-million-dtrtla-
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Albert

8. Burleson.

no more cradlea to rock, I am
most of my time to writing."
Burlesons are this season occua huge old house In the
residence section of Washington.
Here they entertain a great
deal. Mrs. Burleson's dJawlng room
Is always thronged on her days at
home. ' Two young daughters Lucy
and Sydney add to the popularity ol
the postmaster general and Mrs. Bun
son. The two Burleson girls axe M
similar In sise and appearance thai
they are wittily known aa "The Post
age Stamps" In cabinet clrclea.

having
giving
The
pying

GOV.

IN

MAJOR
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Missouri Executive Heads State Highway Work on Second Annual
Goods Roads Day.

Jefferson. Mo. Armed with pick and
shovel, Governor Major for the second
time led Missouri men in tbe betterMajor
ment of tbe state's highways.
Inaugurated a good roads plan last
year, and 250.000 men In tbe two days
donated work and material est mated
Greater re
to be worth $1.600.000.
aulta are expected thla year
Tbe resulta obtained last year in
Missouri stood out so ravoratiiy and
tbe plan proved so popular that many
other states took up tbe idea, while
more are preparing to follow tbe move
or Missouri this year. August dates
were selected because the season la
most favorable for road Improvements
and because the tanners hav more
spare time at tbls particular season.
'
Thousands or Missouri chirkexte
The
were sacrificed to the cauae.
good wlvea, knowing well tka appetites of road workers, selected shady
appta near where tbe vartoue gangs
were at work and served real feeds
for tbe volunteera. which turned the
mini, hour Into a picnic.
BULL GOES TO THIRD STORY

The noise jou hear

ih

San Francisco Flat Dwellers Terror
lied by Animal Who Smashes
Many Doors.
Framlsco.--A- n

with bis head.
To tbe terror or the tenants, as kept
on up three flights or stairs, butting In
doors whenever the turna were too
sharp. On the fourth floor the vaquero

lor
tbe democratic funeral exercise. dot

turned arouud aud led

t

t.

92

quart fi.oo

Office Furniture and Supplies
Desks, Filing Cabinets. Latest Improved Sectional Book Cases and Unifiles

Globe-Wernick-

e

typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
etc., Carbons and Type
ar Brushes,
"at

been fed on gin and ptcklet

writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Cimarron Publishing Company
For Good,

PASTORS

Supply Company
Matkin Orders
Promptly Attended
To

Mail

Cimarron Transfer Co.
J.

W.

Swearingen,

Prop.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice

IN ARMIES

Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Rea-

Protectant Clergymen Bear

Arms in European War.

Are Broken

Phone 56

sonable Rates.

Preachers ef Beth Francs and Off
many Forced te Oe te Frsjnt When
Call te Colore CameChurshee.
Up,

New York More than HO frotes-taa- t
olergymen are bearing arms la
the French army, according to a statement Issued here by 8. Karl Taylor,
secretary of tbe board of foreign missions of the Metbodlst
Episcopal
church, while nearly all of the German Methodist ministers engaged la
missionary and religious work la
south Qsrmany have been called to
tbe colora.
The Methodist Theological
school
at Frankfort, Germany, haa been
cloaed. most of tbe students having
been drafted Into the army, Mr. Taylor said.
"Bishop Nueleon. In charge of the
work of tbe board's atfalrs In Europa,
reports to the home offloe that
churches are disturbed and familias
and congregations broken up," the
statement continues. "Rev. Ernest
W. Byweane, superintendent of the
church In France, sailed from New
York oa tbe Minnehaha in tbe hope
or being able to reach parishes la
southeastern Franca which are said to
b In great dlatress."
Fear was expressed by officials of
tbe board here that If Turkey goes
to war missionary workers In Tunis
and Algeria will be lit great peril.
From missionaries In the Belgian
K trato word was received of a threatened attack from the neighboring German colonies.
Letter! from Liberia
tell ol distraes and anxiety among the
missionaries tbere. due to tbe possibility or an uprising among tbe natives, who, Mr. Taylor aald, had become Imbued with the war spirit aa
tbe news of tbe European war had
spread among them.
M lesionarlas In India and eastern
Asia, it la said, ara facusg serious
problems growlag out of flaam lal and

trade disorders.

Standard

Up-to-da- te

Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Goods, Notions, Hats, Millinery, Trunks, Furniture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tinware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
AND
QUALITY
GUARANTEED
PRICES

nation.
I Government authority to look
after maternity.
S.
The handing over of all mater
ntty caaea. regardless of wealth or social condttlona, to the public health
authority.
4.
The establishment of maternity
centers, both prenatal and postnatal
through aut the country.
"AU this, ' Doctor Saleeby concluded,
"la fundamental eugemoo, and ta fai
more easily feasible than any question
or breeding for genius or of deciding
who shall marry whom and who shall
not marry whom "

Many

per quart 70c

per quart

These inks are a gunrantoc) product, it Howts freely, doe? not gum
and is made for a biRh and dry climate. "It's All Write."

"Conditions Initialed la Uva slumi
and public houses are not natural," h
Hald
"They are hideoualy unnatural."
Eugenlats of the extreme school
were accused of forgetting the Ira por
lance of nurture before birth, of pre
natal Influences due to environment
They asaumed that It waa almply a
guestlon of heredity from birth, wher
It has been proved that Infections and
the forces of malnutrition have bees
playing on the child for months befor
birth. The nurture of the mother li
therefore Just aa Important as If tin

Doctor Saleeby. after criticising th
biologists who spoke without any prac
Meal experience with either cblldrec
or mothers, laid down the following
proposals for tbe Improvement of In
fant life:
L
All motherhood to be regarded aa
a first charge on the resources of s

unruiy ball
an
broke loose from a bunch or rattle
and. dashing through the downgreat vote bare
town buslnesa district with a vaquero
on Novem-le- r in full chase, galloped up Nub Hill
and butted Into a laahtonable apart
ment house hallway, silvering the door

What this nation needs at the present time is a party
which will give the people legislation thaf will build in'
stead of destroy.

per quart 70c

fered with.

childhad

ifWWrwl ffl3B33

NO.

eugenic.

-

The Democratic candidates for the legislature are now
certain of defeat and have given up all hopes of being victorious, tfo much so that they ar remainihg hdme.

KaMafesSasUal llPBSt3WI

after birth
"There are no ataUatlcs and no
gumeuta," declared tbe speaker,
reyarde the relative Importance of na
ture and nurture, which aeema to rae
ognlze tbe fact that everyone of ui
waa alive, or should have been alive
at leaat nine months before wo wer
born, and that nurture waa playlns
upon heredity during the whole of tbal
period with a degree of power whirl
It will never be able to display at s
later period."
Alcohol could be found In a bab
bom of a tippling mother, the speakei
continued, but this was not heredity;
It was racial poison working out at
ante-nata-l
malnutrition. It therefor
followed that the nurture or the fu
ture patent waa nesenttal for real

hundred-million-dolla-

NO MUD SLINGING
So far as the News is concerned this is not a campaign of mud slinging. If we are to judge by the public
utterances of the Progressive candidates, personalities are
their arguments, The News opposes Fergusson and the
others, not because we believe they are in a lower mental,
or a lower moral sphere than the opposing candidates on

Liverpool.
The "better Ami," oi
extreme school of eugenists haa bees
sharply attacked at a national "wei
rare of Infancy" meeting here by Dr
('. W. Saleeby, a pupil of Fraacls Oal
ton. the founder of eugenics.
Whll
heredity does bear oa the problems of health, vitality and longevity
it la not, said tbe doctor, all eeeeit
tlal and all Important. Environment
la quite aa important
He accused
those of the "better dead" school ot
blocking attempts to Improve the con
dltions of human Ufa on the ground
that auch attempts Interfered with
natural selection.
In fighting against the oauaes of Infant mortality. Doctor Saleeby denied
that natural selection waa being Inter

Gets

j

I

Caught on Woman's Hat and
Nearly Causes Her Death by
Drowning.

Cold Spring. N. Y. A maimed spar
row, wblch fell upon Mrs. Floyd Nes
bltt'a bat. and got entaugled in ths
trimmings, nearly cauaed her death
by drowning on Lake Oacawana.
8be waa paddling alone In a ca
uoe. When the bird landed ou hei
bat, and waa caught. Mrs Nesbttt.
frightened, Jumped to her feet and
Her hue
overbalanced the canoe.
hand, who waa on shore, swam out
and brought her to safety. The bird
escaped in the excitement

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers
Carry a full line oi

COFFINS and CASKETS
TELEPHONE 20
ClMAkRON, N. M.

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture

in
After M Years' Separation.
Pa. Mrs. Margaret Colfax county, whether for the purpose of
lueses of Plttelou and Peter Millar huotiogrtishing, pulling wild fruit, or
fle wood, or for any purpose wbalsy-eveof t'bioago, brother and alster, who
without leave, is strictly prohibited
have beeu separated for 38 years, each
believing tbe other dead, ware re- and ali trespassets will be prosecuted to
united when Miller walked into tbe the lull extent of the law.
home ol his sister unnenouueed and
(Signed)
WILLIAM KRENCH.
declared he was her long lost brother.
for W 8 Land ft Cattle Co.
atater
lived
hla
Bucalo
at
and
Miller

Reunited

WUhes-Barre-

.

cut-lin-

r,

He then decided to go
yeara ago.
Weat, and when after a rew months
no more was heard ol him he was
given up as dead Hecenily he U anted
and mu
of his alatera v. h.
bar to rlsH hi t
;;8

Loasen From History.
F. Irving Fletcher, at one of the,
Sphli. i club's dinners In New York,
began a historical review of adver
tlalng with the words:
"None understood the value of ad
verttslng batter than Bamaoa. Sam-eotook two aolld columna. The result waa that ha brought down tbe

$100

Reward, 9101

The readers of thla paper will be
Pleased to learn that there Is at least oae
8rea4ed disease that science has been
able to cure In all Its states, and that Is
arrh. Hall'a Catarrh Curs is the only
positive cure now known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional
disease, requires a constitutions! treatment. Hairs Catarrh Cure Is takon Internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying; the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength
by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature In doing Ita work. The proprietors
have eo much faith In Ita curative powers that they offer One Hundred
Dollars
for any cas that It falla to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.
T"Mo' 0
fc"rb7alT DsHtX"t
Take fuir IWUy Villa tor eeastlaaUea.
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SAYS VAGRANCY

IS

T"

.'1

-!

DISEASE

A

RMulU of Study cf 2.0C0 of Outcast
In New York Arc Compilad by
Gotham Official.

LABOR

P0UPfj!

York. Heaults obtained In a JLhsWüed ffsi Ce SraH Pay
atudy of 2,000 vagrant by the actios
.South America.
superintendent of the New York municipal lodging house go to disprove
the popular fancy that vagranta In a Women Fare Still Wo.-a- a aa Few Oaf
majority of caaes ta attributable to un
oupationa Arc Open to Them and
fortunate economic conditions It Is
Wages Ara Extremely Poor
a common belief that the greater numNearly All Illiterate.
ber of any big city's vagrants are old
men thrown out of employment on acEntro Rioa,
count of their advancing years. Contrary to this belief, it was round that time ago a yo
by far the great majority of the va the UnWerslly
grants observed weft men In the prime In many portli
e could neither read
of lire. Of the 2, 0d studied, live per fifths or tin- p
nor write. C
finds this state of
ceut were under twenty-one- ,
while a things thrum
it South America,
scarcely larger. percentage. 6.86. were
though lu aoi
countries, like Uru
over siity.
of illltetate is
It was further found that less than guay, the pcrit-utagtwo per cent were foreigners of few-- r nek so great. The women are scarcely
than three years residence In this schooled at all. Women In Smith
country. And, again contrary to pop- America are far down on life's scale,
ithpor
ular superstition, the vagranta were among the cheap things of no by
till
found to be mostly city men. born and taiicc. They are so regarded
bred lu the metropolis. The average
time of residence In New York proved
Iruly the poor opinion that t
to be 32 years and two montba, while
have of themselves almos'
the average age or the vagrants waa
takes one's, breath away.
thirty-siyears.
Not long ago
was talking to m
About thirty-nvper cent of them
cook. She is a native of I ruguny. auu
were unempl.iyablp
12
With
pel cent
sjomeelii
there were evidences of defective men- unlike the vast tnnjurily ot
I
tality. About ten per ceut proved to can read and write. One day louun
way
"Don
through
plowing
her
her
be habitual loafers and confirmed beggars who had lost the habit of work. Wulxote." That interested me mid Wi
I tound her exceptionally
Some lifty per cent of the men were talked.
bright and of a thoughtful turn oi
excessive drinkers. About sixty-fivper cent of the applicants were the vie mind. I drew her un and vvas sur
prised to hear her express very sun
thus of seasonal trades.
ideas pit South American polities arm
economic conditions.
The girl is an
U. S. GIRL GUEST IN GERMANY
indifferent cook, but she would make a
splendid teacher iff political economy.
Counteaa Pourtaloa Entertaina Miss
She gave pie much interesting in
Julia von L. Meyer. Daughter of
formation and told me many signln
Former Secretary of Navy.
cant anecdotes bearing on the life oi
these people. Hut what astounded nn
Washington. - Countess
Pourtaloa,
ii
her closing remark.
who was fortnerlj rountess Alex von
"That, señora," she said, "is only
llernatoriT ;tud
jghter of the (leg- what
think and know ami Is oi
man ainbnxHadnr at Washington, rp- - course of no ItiportancP whatever, for
I am most certainly only a woman, not
patriot. And a woman cannot, ul
courae, kuow anything ot these things.
So it seema that only men are pairi
ots here. National patriotic h..;. toWoman
ara not women's holidays.
suffrage Is In these lands only a faint
ridiculous sort of far off echo. Indeed,
if you mentlouod it even the women
would look at you wltha.sinlle of pu.
for your idiocy lu even dreaming tlur
such a thing could be.
lu all these countries the top layc.
of society is overeduuated. This social
cream, taking much of ita style ant!
temper and education from England
apes English aristocracy and nconi
work. The young South American It
as a rule, sickeulngly effeminate. The
girls, overdressed, overrouged, aping
vol
lhoeoatunt at a riettutteiiua,
often startling looking creatures to
American eyes. They, too, are fitted
only for society, and know as yet m
way lu which to earn a living. The
masses have aa yet only the crudes
iNew
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Paper aid Any One7ofliaiItote--$2- .

CEVERAL

;azines have joined with us in one ofthe greatest subscription bar- teadnTgrtrbiisrrrs of
pujt, out in thjg coi try. Through this combinatiofforvyhody will be able to get a
Vio n,lr
ycany subscription ip mreo magi nes in Combination with Our weelrlv nnnrr at nrartii-oll- i
U find forty different MfVIC,rhjijfhirty-fiv- e
of our paper alone. "J In this Mtyoti
different
cluba. Each club has 3 mafcazimjsy
une otrviHi uuu w i iii.il i ma rour magazines; some ot tnese maga- zines sell for aa much as $1 a year.
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On account of the splendid contract we have made with the publishers of these magazines, we are able to give our reader a
chotee of any one of the cluba in combination with our paper one year for $2.00. Juat 23c more than the price of our paper alona.
This offer is made to everybody. If you have nevar subscribed to our paper before, w ask you to take advantage of this offer.
If you are a subscriber to our paper we aak you to renew ao that you too, may get 3 magazines extra. Look over the list and select
the club you like beet. 8end your order today or give your order to our representative or call at our office when in town. If you
are now a subscriber to any of theae magazines and want to renew juat send your O'der to ua and we will have your subscription
attended. If your subscription to our paper la past due, we advise you to pay up and take advantage of this bargain. If you are in
the habit of buying your magazines through other channels, we aak you to justly compare our cluba and price with that of any
other offer you receive. You. no doubt, are now a subscriber to some of these periodicals. Yra can save money by sanding your
renewal order to aa. Hete ia a chance to get your home paper and a yearly supply of good reading at a real bargain. If you want
one ot more of these magazine aent to different addresses, just mention it.
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sort of industrial education.
There are trades here for men anu
in the cities one finds fairly competent
masons, carpenters and all other artl
law
sans working under an eight-houHut outside of the cities you see
men and the wholly unskilled
peon working from sunrise to sunset
law. Toil
Here there Is no eight-hou- r
for theae men begina with the firs: EXTEND
EDUGAII
faint streak of daw n and lasta into dim
paid
they
are
twilight. Ami for this
15 cents an hour in our money.
So when you go to a grocery store University Extension Work Acand discover that crude, dirty granu
complishing Big Results.
lated augur la 11 cents a pound and a
smull bar of cheap toilet soap, the
thre- - for a quarter kind at home, costs
these people 80 cents and that coal is Bureau of Education In Washlngtor
$15, gold, a ton, and seven cent call
Oeacribea How Universities and
co 35 cents a yard you wonder how
Collegea Are Reaching
they live at all.
of Studenta In U. 8.
The only cheap thing In the Argén
tine republic is meat beef and mut
How universities and colleges, both
ton. Pork, ham and bacon coat vary public and private, In every atate in
nearly their weight lu gold and are the Union, are reaching with lnatruc-tlon- ,
the greater part of the year Impossible
not only students who come for
to get. And when you do get the tho regular college courae, but also
It
a
usually
you
throw
native pork
thousands of other men aud women
is badly cured, spoiled lu part and eager for educational opportunities!, ia
horribly spiced with garlic. The beei described in a bulletin on "University
and mutton are really dear If you Extension In the United States," pubconsider their poor quality, the care lished by the bureau of education.
You Dean i. B.
less cutting aud filthy delivery.
Keber, director of the ox
pay 35 cents paper tan Argentlue dol tension department of
the University
a
lar is 44 cents In our money) for kilo of Wisconsin und u leader lu the movewhich la about two and a fifth ment to make the university serve
the
pounds.
stale, la the compiler of the bureau's
You cannot order a sirloin or porterbulletin on the aubjeot
house steak or a proper roast because
Uean Reber ahowa that, while
an
la
unknown
art.
butchering here
of unlveralty extenalon work
any
up
In
weird appear as
The animal Is hacked
early as 1831 In
fashion and you get merely nameless States, tho real beginning the United
the movechunks of meat. Such a chunk la im- ment waa in 1,87, and Itaofmoat
rapid
paled every morning ou a sort of a development
has taken plaoe in the
big wire safety pin and carried with laat half doxen yeara
out a scrap of paper about It through
in 1891 twenty-eigh- t
atatee aad tar
the hot, dustyfetreets. Sometimes the ritorlea reported unlveralty
extenalon
delivery boy playfully drops It Into lu some form Met
the filthy dust and hands it to you twelve inatltutloua ween 1892 and 1906.
orgunlzed extenalon
smothered In dirt. Every time the teaching, mainly In
agriculture, and
meat man come., you Juat naturally aince 1906 twenty
one others have relook around for the dog.
organized
their extenalon work on a
The animal whose flesh you are baala of separate
dlvlalons or depart
forced to buy Is probably killed the menta.
night before or that ery same
Meglnalng largely aa correspond
When you come to thla bit of
tng
knowledge you no longer wonder tha ence. bulletin, and packaga library
work, unlveralty extension baa now
he meat Is tough and flavorless and
you know, too, why so maily ot these came to Include) all unlveralty service
done away fron the institution. s
meat eating natives have stouim-well us a certain Mud of work doue
'rouble.
It life In these placea la hard for wlthlu the Institution, such aa popular
meu it Is a thousaud times more ao for short coursoa, conferences, extra lectures, and the like. Many of the universities give correspondence courses
hey may be domestics lu college aubjecta aud allow credit
women here.
or river washerwomen or factory for such work toward the regular collegiate degrees
bauds.
lu discussing- - U. aji Keber a findings,
Aa a domestic a girl seldom gets
mora than thirty pesos, or about thir- Doctor Uiaxtou, United States commissioner of education, declares:
teen dollars a tnoaih.
"Mb
r

v k

f
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Countess Pourtalos.
dently entertained Miss Julia von L
Meyer, daughter uf the former secretary of the navy, at her home in Uer
many.
BROOM
Big

BRIGADE FACES SNAKE

r
Is Finally Safely
Stowed In a Bag by Brave

Eight-Foote-

Policeman.
York, Pa. There was the quiches)
sort of mobilization, and no stop to de
clare war, when news was spread
through the south eud that the ea
caped
bullsnake of Dr. Freo
Warner, "rattlesnake oil doctor," bad
crawled from uuder a barn, and wat
suiiniug itself in a back yard.
Tho reptile had boen terrorizing the
community for weeks by its unexpect
Hroonis and waab
ed appearance.
props were the weapons with which a
small army of men und women held
the snake at bay until a policeman imprisoned It In a bag.
Warner Is serving three month! In
jail for having run down and killed
Mra. Emma Oaten, of Emlgsvllle, with
his automobile, and It waa during bis
Imprisonment that the snake got out
of ita cage.

FIRES

AT

PHANTOM

THIEF

7

New York State Banker Blows Big
Hola In Wall Where His Shadow
Had Been.

wakening with a loud
Yonkers.
scream at 3:30 In the morning Mra.
Henjamln

F. Harnea,

wife of

Man-

hattan bunker, who lives at 27 Union
place, shook, her husband from his
slumber and told him there was a
burglar In the house.
"I felt a hand or something on my

vali. but the fig
It was merely
id by the light
;un

bad been in the house.

aroused the

Thou-aand-

ay-I-

1

NOTICE

AVISO.

Teacher Drinks

El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
Is hereby given that the property of the
en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d URRACA RANCH as defined by a deed
yaza, pexca, recoger fruta Silvestre o cor-t- recorded July aisl, iqio, in the office of
maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe the Recorder of Colfax county, New Mexfin ain permiso; se prohibe est rictament ico, on pages 478 add following (rom Stanley McCormick to Geo. H. Webater, Jr.,
c aquellos que asi traspasarenseran
haa been created a Game and Fish Preal lleno de la ley.
serve under licenses issued by the State
Monroe Scott, a teacher living Por (Primado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
Game Warden of New Mexico, on July
la Compnaia de Reces del W. S.
near Mount Dora, twenty miles
tith. 1913, (or a period or ten 10 years.
north of Clayton, took carbogjc acUnder said license, all game quadrupeds,
id by mistake Saturday. 1 waa
game birds and game fish become the proNOTICE
perty of the owner and no fishing or huntimpossible to get medical aid to
ing
on said Urraca Ranch will be permitthe unfortunate man tor more thai
ted under (ull penalty o( law, without
ten hours after the poison was takAll trespassing on the Urraca Ranch written permission from the owner or his
en into bis system, but first aid property, in Colfax county,
whether for the authorized agent.
remedies were promptly adminis- purpose of hunting, fishing, gathering wild
No hunting permits will be istered and the man will recover.
fruit or cutting fire wood or any other pur- sued during the year
1914.
pose whatsoever, without permission, is
Geo. H. Webster, Jr.
strictly prohibited, and all such irespass-ser- s
Oscar Kidd shot and killed Paul
will be prosecuted to the (all extent
Tyler is front of the Tyler hotel, of the law.
I
Wednesday morning of last week
Geo. H. Webster. Jr.
AVISO.

Carbolic Acid;

at

Will Recover

prose-cutad-

1

at Roy.

The tragedy is the result
Tyler being too
intimate. The murderer is confined to the county iail at Mora.

of Kidd and Mrs.

El trespasar sobre la propriedad del
rancho de la Urraca, ao el Condado de
Colfax sea ya con el fia de cazar pazcan o
recoger (ruta silvestre o cortar lena oi otro
fio cualesquiera sin permiso s prohibe
Y todo aquella
sstrir.tamaate.
quienes
traepaaaren aeran proaecatadoa al plano
exteoto de la ley.
Geo. H. Webater. Jr.

In an altercation between Mr.
Payne and Tbos. j. Belisle on the
latter s farm on the Johnson Mesa
near Raton, Belisle killed Payne
with a fork handle. Payne, who
was 53 years old resided on the
farm with bis family, and it is said
that bis relations with Belisle were
anything but amicable.
Payne
was not instantly killed but died
at the home of a neighbor after a
few hours. Belisle is the owner of
the Ideal Steam Laundry in Raton.

Grand Hotel

Re-Open-

ed

The Grand Hotel has been
and in the future
the dining room will be conducted at the same old rates.
Board $5.25: with room $7
re-ope-

longer do colleges and universities
confine their work within their own
walla. More and more they attempt
to reach all the people of the c
to which they minister.
The
campus of the sUte unlveralty haa
come to be
with the bcr
.
of the atate whose people tax
themaalves (or it support.
mtuu-nltle-

--

Hon. Hugh

&

William...

Republican Candidate for
Corporation Commissioner

Good Meals

Clean Bed

Mrs. S. Smith
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The Land of Broken Promises
By DANE COOUDGE

A Stirring Story

"Th

of the Mexican
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shed!
Even aa hs washed out the
gold Phil's mind wandered far away,
i

uJ Hooker and Phil DLncr ere
fnrrrd. owing U a revolution Id Mexico,
to give up tbelr mining claim and return
to (no United Btatee. In the bordar tova
of Oadiden Hud meets Henry Krumr, a
wealthy miner, who make him a proposition to return to Mexico to arqulre title
to a very rich mine which Kruger had
blown up when he found he had been
"heated out of the title by one Aragón.
The Mexican subsequently had spent a
large eum of money In an unsucceaaful
attempt to relocate the vein and then allowed the land to revert for
Hooker and De Trance y arrive at Fortuna, near
where the Basle Tall mine la located.
They entrase t'rus Mendea to acquire the
title for them and begin preliminary work.
Aragón .accuses them of Jumping Me
claim. Hooker discovert that matrimonial entanglements prevent Mendea from
acquiring a valid title Phil, who has
been paying attention to Orada Aragón.
Wlde to turn Mexican and acquire the
tille. Aragón falla In hla attempt to drive
them off the claim Rebela are reported
In the vicinity. A rich vein of gold la
struck and wee on the mine Is stopped
tiii i he title can be perfected. Phil Is
trrested by Manuel del Rey. captain of
the rurales and suitor of Oracle's. He
Is released on promise lo stay away from
Oracla
CHAPTER

W
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1 wonder where that dogged Indian went to," be said for the hundredth time, aa the deep shadows
gathered In the valley. "By Joe, Phil,
If Amigo comes back I'm going to go
ahead on that mine. I want to keep
him around here, and we might as
well get out some ore, If It's only for
a grub-staktome on what do res
aayt We'll open her up there's nothing to hide now. Well, 111 do It myself, then this setting around Is getting on my nerves."
HIS far swing eyes, trained from his
boyhood to search the hills for cattle,
scanned the tops of the ridges as he
poke; and while he sat and pondered
they noted every rock.
Then at last he rose u p slowly and
gazed at a certain spot. He waved
hla arm, beckoning the distant point
of blackness tq come In, and soon
rom around a point In the canyon the
Yaqul appeared, bearing a heavy Mauser rifle on his arm.
f Across his broad
breast hung the
two more
same familiar cartridge-belt- ,
encircled lila hips, and he walked
with his head held high, like the warrior that be was.
r Evidently hi
flight had led to the
place where his arms hsd been hid, for
e,

back to the hotel where Oracla

Ara-

gón sat watching by the window.
Her hair was the color of gold, spun
fine and refined again; yes. It was
worth more than this golden dross
that be caught, in the bottom of his
pan.
And what was gold If he could

not have her?
He paused In his labor and a dreamy
smile parted his Hps then be broke
Into a song:
flweet honey bee. be sweet to ma.
My heart la free, but here's the key;
Lock up the garden gate: honey, you
know I'll wait.

Under the rambler rosa tree-eOnce more be returned to bis work,
humming now ths dulcet etralns of
"The Merry Widow," and when Bud
came back from the cut It was to bear
a coon song:
'Cos I want yer me honey, yes, I want
yer. want yer;
'Cos I want yer, ma honey, yes 1 do!
Bo he labored and sang, until Anally
ths labor ceased, and then the song.
He went about other things, and other
thoughts, not so cheerful, filled his
mind.
Bud returned ssdly to tbs company
of the Yaqul and gave it up. Perhaps
hla pardner had been right when, riding out of Agua Negra, he bad enlarged upon the dangers of Old Mexico, "ths land of mañana and broken
promises." Certainly hla speech had
been prophetic In regard to dark-eyewomen; for, even aa he had said,
nothing seemed to please them better
than to come between man and man.
It was a madness, he felt sure the
spell of the hot country, where the
women look out from behind barred
windows and men sing beneath their
balconies at midnight. Already It had
cost blm his pardner would It conquer his will as well and make him
forget his trust?
In bis impotence the Idea of some
perverse fete some malign Influence
over which he had no control was
strong with Hooker; yet when the
blow fell he wss not prepared for It.
It was the third day of their mining
and, with Amigo, he had been driving
futo the face of ths cliff.
Already their round" of holes was
drilled, the fuses cut, the charges set,
and aa he retreated before the blast
be noticed sbsently thst Crux Méndez
was In camp. The shots followed, one
after another, and he counted them to
make sure there was no miss-firthen he looked around and discovered
that Phil was gone.
"Where Is Don Felipe?" he inquired
brothof Mendet, snd that
er of tbe burro bowed fawningly before he replied.
"He has gone to Fortuna," he ssld,
wiping his fare with s bath towsl
which he wore about his neck.
"And whst tor?" demanded Bud Imd

he wore the regulation
at hla hip and around his hat was the
red ribbon of Ms people, but Bud was
too polite to ask him about his Journey. Since his coming the Yaqul had
always maintained a certain mystery,
and now, though his eyes were big
with portent and he smiled at the Jests
aboat his gun, he simply waved his
band to the south and east and murmured:
"Muchos revoltosos!"
"Seguro;" answered Bud Jokingly;
"but have you killed any?"
"Not yet!" returned the Indian, and
peratively,
be did not smile at that
"I don't know, senor," writhed Men"I wonder what that Indian la watting around here for?" remarked Phil in des. "1 brought him a letter."
"From whom?"
English. "Hs must have his eye on
"1 don't know. It wss given to me
somebody."
"Yeah, I bet," agreed Bud, regard- by Juans, the servant of the Señorita
ing bis savage friend with a specula- Aragón."
"Ah!" breathed. Bud, and pretended
tive Interest. "Moat of them Yaqul
soldiers was farmhands in this coun- not to be surprised.
try before tbey rounded tbem up. I
"Well, let 'im go!" he said to himreckon he's looking for the man thst self, and went back Into the mine. It
bad him deported.
"Tired, Amigo?" be inquired In
Hpantah, and Ignacio gravely acknowledged that hs was, a little.
"Then drink plenty coffee," went on
Hooker.
"Eat lots tomorrow wa go
to work in the mine."
"Tomorrow?" repeated the Indian,
as if considering his other engagements; "good!" He nodded a smiling
knife-bayon-

e

d

After a month and more of Idleness
Bud and Amigo performed prodigies
of labor In the cut, rolling down
boulders, lifting them up on the tram,
and clearing away the face of the cliff

Tbelr tram wss ramshackle, tbelr
track the abaudoosd rails from older
workings, and their tools little more
than their bands, but by noon the last
broken fragments were heaved aside
and the shattered ledge revealed.
A low cry of wonder escaped the
Yaqul aa he gazed at the rich velu of
ore. and as h saw the grim smile on
Bud's rngged ersntenance he showed
bis white test In sympathy.
"Que beans I " he murmured. "How
good!" gathering the precious frag
stents in bis handkerchief
At that camp they crushed the
picks ere In a mortar and panned It
In the week, and for the moment D
dropped his air or preoocu-paJeThrust His tifie Into its Sling and
Laso
f-- as hs stared at the streak of
Started for Town.
asjrs gold. Like a ysllow dim It lay
Jong the edge of the Isst fine tailings, was what he bad expected, in a way,
and when skilful washing had left It and hla code bade him keep bis bands
bars. It (teamed like a Jewel In the off. But tbe next morning, when ths
was either avoided or dons, he
Ps"By Jove, Hud!" bs cried, "that's the svll
thrust bis rise lato its sling and startreal stuff and It goes a dollar to the ed for ths town. At the Jail bs halted
pas easy!"
and gased in through the windows
"Sure thing!" assented Hud. "Let's then hs rods up to the hotel snd asked
pound a lot of It and wash It as we go for Phil.
"What? Havs you not heard?"
- heu we'll havs some getaw ay money
clamored Don Juan. "Ah, It Is most
when things break loose here!
"I'll go you!" answered Phil, and unfortunate I would not have had it
Stud's heart warmed toward biu as be happen for the world!"
"What?" Inquired Bud succinctly.
watched blm pound up s piece of ore
tbs quarrsl ths ancountsr
and go lo twirling tbs din In the
with Capitán del Ray! i did ay bast.
asas tor Iks fond hopas bs char I assure you, to prevent tt, tor tbs
i
'

"h

tows Ms been put under nmrtisl Isw
snd the captain Is In full charge They
quarreled over the fsvor of a lady, and
now your frierd la lo Jail."
didn't see blm when I come bv."
observed Hooker.
"Ah, no not In the cereal la the
cuartel, ths guardhouse of ths
rural est"
"Much obliged!" nodded Bud, and
ode on through the town. Ths street
of the Mexican quarter was filled
with strange people hurrying to and
fro; long packtralns loaded with
trunks and curious bundles cams
swinging up from below; snd apslr of
rurales, looking . fierce under tbelr
huge sombreros stood guard by ths
cuartsi door.
"Where Is the captain?" demanded
Hooked. After requesting him to hang
his pistol belt on his saddle-horna
sergeant showed htm In to ths chief.
Manuel del Rey was very busy with
papers and orders, but ss ths American appeared in the doorway hs roas
snd greeted him with a bow.
"Ah, good morning, señor," hs said,
with one swift glance to read bis mood.
"You are In search of your friend
,

fres tt, sold it in bts stead; and that
hs determined to do not only hold It,
but work it for a stake. Then, when
the tide wss passed and all mads certain, they could turn It over to Kroger
and qutt ths accursed country.
As for the girl. Bud decided that
she could take oar of herself without
any assistance from him, and dismissed her from his mind.
Bsck st the mine hs found Amigo
guarding camp from the hilltop, and
after telling him the gist of his troubles, the two of them went to work.
Every dsy, while one of them dug out
thb ore, the other crushed and wsshed
it snd watched aa he horned out the
gold. Tbelr rifles they kept beside
them and pistols In their belts; and
every time a Mexican dropped Into
camp, as one did now and then In the
general unieet, he felt the silent menses of arms In readiness and continued
on his wsy.
For a veek they labored on together,
trim, watchful, expectant then, at
tbs break of day, thsy beard a distant
rattle of srmS. like thS tearing of a
cloth, and knew that tbe battle was
--

tbe room but for tbe mre of Ood, tell
toe, where Is PhtlT"
"I don't know," answered Bud, trying to lower his big voles to a boudoir
softness; "hs joined the rurales snd
was ordered north that's all I know."
"Yes, yes, to be snrs; buf haven't
you heard from him?"
8be seemed to be sll impatienoe to
snatch his news and fly with It hut
Bud was in no such hurry. And "so
far was he from being a carpet "knight
that hs Immediately raised his volee
to Its normal bass It WSS all right
for Phil and his kind to talk by signs
and whispers, but that was not bis
style
"Not since he went away," ha said.
"Hs Isft ms s little note, then, ssy-te- t
"

"Saying what?" shs
demanded
breathlessly.
"Well, saying that hs bad enlisted
to keep from being executed, snd
that s about sll!"
"And not s word about me?"
"Yes," sdmltted Bud; "be said hsd
try to put up with It on sooounr of
you

on.

and"

"What?" she entreated, taking him
The great whistle st Fortuna oponed beseechingly by ths coat
"81, ssnor," answered Hooker but with Its full,
stammered Hooker, shifting
hsss roar, and Amigo
with none of tbe snimosity which tbs snatched up bis gun and want loping his feet and looking sway, "hs told ms
captain had expected. "Where Is he?" down the canyon, drawn irresistibly
"I regret very much." began tbe of- by ths
sound or conflict Bud lingered,
ficer, speaking with military formality, climbing higher
and higher to get a
"but It la my duty to inform you that view of the country. But his young
the Señor De Lancey has left Fortuna. blood clamored for sction too, and
Last night hs did me the honor to en- soon hs was
mounted and gone.
list In my company of rurales hs la
Tbe fighting was not at ths Amerinow on his way to tbs north to assist
can town, but down tbe valley by Old
In guarding the railroad."
pn
What?" shouted Bud, hardly able Fortuna, and as Hooker galloped noto believe bis ears. But when the cap- toward the sound of the firing he
ticed that It was on the move. Altain repeated it he no longer doubted ready
tbe cowardly rebels were rehis Spanish.
the volunteers from Fortuna
"But why?" he cried; "why did hs treating
were hurrying to get closer to them,
Join tbe rurales?"
"Ah, senor," shrugged Del Ray, "was the rurales were riding to flank them;
up
hs not a Mexican cltixen? Very well, and when Bud Jumped his horse
the last hill and looked down Into the
then; he could be summoned for mili- broad,
cultivated valley he saw the
tary servios. But the circumstances
were these. Your friend came yester- dust of thsir flight.
Down the fenced trail that led to the
day to this town, where I am at present military commander, and made an lower country the mounted Insurrectos
spurring In s rout; across ths
unprovoked assault upon my person. were
For this, according to law, he should newly plowed Held, of Aragón tbe men
have been shot st sunrise. But, not on foot were11 making a short cut for tbs
about tbem, like leaping
wishing to occasion
unpleasantness hills; and
up puffs of dust.
with the Americans now residing here, grasshoppers, sprang
Now they plunged into the willow
I offered him the slternstlvs of military service. He Is now enlisted ss a bruBh along the river, where.lt swung
in against the ridge; snd as their purrural for s term of Ave years."
"Five years I" exclaimed Hooker; suers broke Into the open they halted
The bullets
and then, Instead of starting the ex- and returned the Ara.
pected rough-houeupon which the struck up the dust like hailstones in
rural guards were prepared to jump on front of the oncoming Irregulars, a
his back hs simply threw down his man or two in the lead went down,
and they faltered. Then, as frantically
bat and cursed. Not anyone In
but overytblng in general; as tbe rebels, they turned and ran for "But I'm In Troubls Now!" She Cried.
and at the end of it he turned ouce cover.
you while be
While defenders and invaders shot to kinder take care of
more upon the watchfud captain.
was gone."
field,
broad
across
and
back
the
forth
"Dispénseme, senor," hs said, "this
"Ah!" she breathed, atlll standing
Bud put spurs to his horse and rode
Is the truth. Is It?"
to him, "and will you do It?"
close
anon
out
he
closer,
when
came
and
"Si, senor," returned Captain del
so," said Bud, "if we have
"I
reckon
was
see
to
hilltop
just
he
in
time
Rey. "But before lo? vjjrg with his de- other
any
trouble."
tachment your friend wrote this letter, the rurales come pelting in from the
"But I'm In trouble'now!" she cried.
which be requested me to deliver to west and take 'he revoltosos on tbe "I'm watched I can't get away and
longgreat
was
of
a
flank.
There
deal
you."
I'm afraid!"
He offered with a flourish a sealed distance firing then, while tbe rebels
"Afraid of what?" be demanded.
finally,
slowly
with
a
retreated,
and
envelope, from which Bud extracted a
"Of him!" she answered, her voice
volley,
the
defiant
last
defenders
1
short note.
breaking;
"of Manuel del Rey!"
pursuit
back
from
their
and
turned
Dear Bud:
"Well," replied Hooker bluntly, "I've
When you get this I shall be far away. marched triumphantly to Old Fortnna. got nothing to do with that
I can't
There, amid numersus vivas, Don
muat have been mad. but It Is too late
now. , Rather than be executed I have Cipriano rolled out a cask of mescal interfere in your love affairs but If
enlisted as a rural. But I shall try to be and, after a Aery speech, invited the tbey's wsr and they try to tsks ths
brave for her esse. Take care of her.
town, you csn count On me."
victors to help themselves. So tbey
Hud for me!
PHIL.
"Oh, thank you." she said, bowing
drinking
to
fell
carousing,
and tbe satirically.
and
Bud rea it through again and medi"And do you expect a
Then he folded It one defender who bad been wounded war?"
tated ponderously.
was bandaged and made mucb of,
up and thrust tt In his pocket.
"Not with that bunch of hombrea!"
"Muchas gracias, ssnor espitan," bs while s great crowd from the upper returned Bud, waving a disparaging
said, saluting snd turning upon .bis town looked on In awe and admiration. hand toward the noise of the shouting.
At last Manuel del Rey and hla
heel; and while all the Mexicans marAt this she broke down snd laughed.
veled at the Inscrutable ways of Amer- rurales returned from harassing ths Evidently she was not so tearful of
enemy
prisand with several wounded
icano, be mounted and rode away.
discovery after alt
oners In their midst, the valor-drun- k
"You forget, sir," shs said, "that
Mexicans formed a riotous procession
a Mexican!"
CHAPTER XVII.
and went marching back to town. amThen,
aa he failed to show any signs
Every borse snd mule was carrying
There was a world of Mexicans In double, guns were being dropped, of contrition, shs changed her mood
tbe plaza when Hooker rode down broad hats knocked off, and ever, as again.
"But wait!" she ran on, her eyes
through the town. Never, It seemed to they marched, they shouted:
flashing. "Perhaps we are not so eager'
him, had he seen so many or liked
"Viva Madero! Viva Méjico! Muerta to defend our government when we
them less.
have a new one every year. But If the
To the handful of AmerlrHns who a loa revoltosos!"
It was sn fcdlflylng spectacle to an men who are gathering in Chihuahua
remained to man the mill and mine, American,
and with tbe reat Bud Invade our country, you will find that
thev were easily s hundred to ons;
tagged along to tbe plaza, where they as Sonorana tbose men will fight to
snd though their eyes were wide with had
speeches and cheers galore and the death.
Imminent rebels, they hsd
fearf the
cantina
"You laugh because you do not tin
so evil wsy of staring at him which more Inmescal at tbe ofcompany's
it, while be sat derstsnd.
But
the midst
But why should ws Sohe did not relish.
on bis horss by the hotel. norana fight sido by aids with tbe
Even at the hotel, where the Span laughing
hie broad federals aad rurales? Are they not
aristocracy was massed Bud felt s gravel strike
and, looking furtively the soldiers of Diss, who have simply
above
from
hat
same
feeling
deep,
he
sensed the
ten
up, he beheld Oracla Aragón smiling ohanged to another master?
That
of veiled hostility snd wondered vagus-lbalcony.
Manuel del Rey was lsst year bunting
what it might portend. If Philip De down at him from the
She beckoned him with a swift down Maderistas in ths bills; now hs
for making love to a eirl was
And tomor
drafted into the army, what would movement and gazed out over tbs as Is fighting for Madero!
to him If tbaaa neonle should semblsge again, and after a few mo row? Who csn say?"
i,.
She shrugged her shoulders scorn
ever break looss? And did they havs mnt" of deliberation Hooker tied his
ana wanaerea into we uotei
1
fully, snd Honker perceived thst shs
the courage to do their worst?
Un,e of excitement went over wss in earnest In ber dlsllks of the
Hs tingsrsd sround the door for a
while honing to meet Don Juan or him as ha tramped up to tbe ladles dashing captain, but prudence warned
some Americsn who would tell him i.Parlor. for bs hsd never met Oracla him to aay nothing if he would escape
aguisad kla being drawn into the quarrel.
'c- - But
the news; tben, disgusted with every-"No!" shs went on, after an expecthing, he flung sway and left than to qualms by assuming s msskliks
of countensnce and. whsn tbe tant pause, "let the rurales pursue
Fortuna wss net a whits "
man's country bs could see that with- glorious Oracle glided out of her room these bandiis they are hired tor that
out a diagram but at tbe same Urns to meet him, he only blinked and stood purpose! Hut if Oro soo and Salasar
join thta ladrón, Bernardo Bravo, and
bs Intsnded to bold his mine until he pat.
A long ssperlencs ss a poker playar seek to capture our towns, then. Senor
could hesr from Phil.
Let tbe tides of insurrection come wss sil that saved him from betrayal, Americano, you will ass real war and
snd go, 1st ths red dagger a taks ths for there was something In her very men fighting to the death! Ah, you
town snd tbs federáis take it back presence which made his heart leap laugh again you ars a Texan and
again at tbe end bs would still be and bound. But be only gassd st her judge us Sonorana b tbs cowsrdly
found at tbs Eagle Tall, unless Phil, somberly, without svsn so much as Chlbushusns bt It Is the truth. And
raising his hst.
1, for one," sbs addsd naively, "would
received bis title to ths mlns.
Back in Tsxas, in his social world. be almost glad to have war. Do you
As for Aragón, whose fine Italian
hand hs perceived behind the sudden It was considered almost unmanly to know why? To see If you would really
tsking off of Phil, 1st blm msks what thus salute the ladles. So hs stood defend me!"
trades he would with the rurales and there, bis big sombrero pulled down
Shs smiled, looking frankly into his
Manuel del Rey, even to ths giving of over his mop of light hair, gaslng at syes. and Bud blushed to the roots of
his daughter's hsnd; but If. taking ad her without a blink.
his bsir, hut ones sgsln hs bold his
Perhaps It was not altogether as peses.
vantags of tbs unsettled times, bs
(TO HK CONTINUED
darse? to try to steal their mine, then friendly a scrutiny of her charming
features ss Oracle expected, for bs
thsrs would be war to the knife.
It Is s fine, comforting thing to be remembered bal she bad done to his
In tuok.
single-mindeand of one purpose. All pardner; but If abe sensed such a rare
Small Brother (whose sisters ars
tbe rest Of llfs Is simplified and or- thing as dlssppreval from a young working for their girl guides'
bsdgs) "Corns cn, hsrs's a bit
dered then, and a man knows when to man, sbu was too excited to show It
raise hla hsnd snd whsn to bold It Her Hps trembled, and sbs looked back of luck for you. I've mads Report's
furtively, meanwhile drawing him into noss bleed." Punch.
back.
In his letter Pbll bed ssld nothing an alcove by the slightest twitch of
Quilt
about their mine, but hs was a Mexi- his sleeve
can cltissn still, snd tbs mlns was in
"Don't talk too loud," she whls-persCommit a crime, and tbs earth is
bis nam. Bud was bis par d nor and
"Mypnoiber is listening from made of glass. Kmersos,
DOT"

e
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boy that's chasing you?"
"No."
"Then what are you running awe
from him for?"
"I'm not running sway I'm jut

retreating for strategical
Free Press.
JUDGE CURED,

purposes."-Detro-

HEART

it

TROUBLE.

boxes of Dodds Kid
nsy Pills for Heart Trouble from
which 1 had suffered for 5 years. I
bad dlsxy spells, my eyes puffed,
my breath
I took sbout

abort and I had
chills and backache. I took the
pills about a year
ago and have had
no return of the
palpitations. Am
now $3 years old,
able to do lots of
manual labor, am
Judge Miller,
well and hearty and weigh sbout
100 pounds. I feel very grateful that
I found Dodds Kidney Pills and you
may publish this letter If you wish. I
sm serving my third term as Probsts
Yours truly,
Judge of Cray Co.
PHILIP MILLER, Cimarron. Kan.
Correspond with Judge Miller sbout
this wonderful remedy.
Dodds Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
your dewier or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo. N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, siso music of National Anthem
tEngllah and German words! and recipes for dainty dishes. All I sent free
Adv.

Her Reason.
Why were you weeping Id
the picture show?
Jsss It was a moving picture.
Tom

Judge.
DISFIGURED

RASH

FACE

Ran Martin, Cal. "I used Cuticura
Soap and Ointment on my child's faca
for a bad rash, also on his scalp which
was very scaly. The rash disfigured
him for the time being. It Itched and
caused tbe child to scratch It He also
Aad an eruption on his scalp. When
putting him to bed I would wash his
face and scalp with Cuticura Soap and

use the Cuticura Ointment He
well after the treatment and
were no signs of the eruption
a few months." (Signed) Mrs.
1. E. Clark, May 14, 1914.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout ths world. Sample of each
free. with . Skin Book. Address postcard "Cuticura. Dept L, Boston." Adv.
then
slept
there
after

82-p-

Wslved.
Tommy, how often must I tell you
to wash your bands?"
"You needn't st sll, mother."

Judge.

Money for Chrlstmss.
Selling guaranteed wear-proo- f
hosiery to friends, neighbors. Big Xmas
Wear-Proo- f
business.
Mills, 3300
Chestnut St, Philadelphia, Pa. Adv.

I
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1
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A Modern

Miracle.

Husband (phoning;) How about the
cook, dear?
Wife She's still here.
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes w hitar than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

After children grow up their parents often prove a disappointment.
You can't judge a woman's disposition by her telephone voice.
..

J
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NURSE TAKES

A

DOCTOR'S ADVICE
And is Restored to Health by
Lydia . Pinkham's Vegetable Jompound
Euphemia, Ohio. "Because of total
Ignorance of how to care for myself
Whan verging into womanhood, and from
taking cold when going to school, I suf-

fered from a displacement, and each
month I had severe pains snd nausea,
from work
which always meant a lay-ofor two to four days from the time 1
was 18 years old.
"I wei.t to Kansas to Uve with my sister and while there a doctor told me of
the Pink ham remedies but I did not use
them then as my faith In patent medicines was limited.
After my sister died
I came home to Ohio to live and that
has been my borne for the last 18 years.
"The Change of Life came when I wis
47 years old and about this time I ssw
ff

my physical condition plainly dssurtbed
in one of your advertisements. Then I
began using Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and I cannot tD yon
or any one tbe relief it gave me in the
first three months.
It put me right
where I need not lay off every month
and during the last 18 years 1 nava not
paid out two dollars to s doctor, and have
been blest with excellent health for a
of my ags and I can thank Lydia
E. Pinkbam'sVegetable Compound for It
an

"Since tbe Change of Ufe U over I
bare been a maternity nurse and being
1 cannot over
wholly
estímate tito vame of good health. I
have now earned a comfortable little
borne just by sewing and nursing. I
have recommended the Compound to
many with good results, aa it hi excel-leto take before and after child-

nt

birth."

Miss EVaXYN ADKUA

STEW-

Euphemia, Ohio.
If yoe want special atMee write to
Lydia K. Plnkham Medicine To. ironfi.
dential Lyna, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read snd snsvrered by a
woman aad held in strict conudensa.
ART,

i

W. N. U

DENVER,

NO,

14,

OI MARRON NEWS

LATEST NEWS

CORRESPONDENT GIVES
ice, cholera Is making rapid strides
throughout Hungary, and the progress
of the disease Is causing alarm.
Great damage was done by the earthquake, the villages of Kaparelll and
Pyrl, near Thebes, being destroyed,
nccordlng to a dispatch from Athens.
Paul
the French
economist, estimates that each of the
greater belligerents Is spending an average
equivalent
to $200,000,000
monthly.
Admiral Mclean arrived at Vera
Croz aboard the American battleship
Minnesota and relieved Rear Admiral
Beaty of command of the American
fleet In Mexlcai. waters.
The new Issue of treasury notes by
the British government makes the
fourth sum of $76,000,000 since the
war began, and indicates that the
conflict Is costing between 4,000.000
and 6.000.000 pounds sterling weekly.
The Exchange Telegraph company
has given out a dispatch from Its
Athens correspondent, who says he
has learned from a reliable source
that a sum of money eqqual to $6,000,-00-0
In gold has reached Constantinople from Germany.
Queen Wllhelmlna of Holland takes
the greatest Interest in her army. During the last two weekk she has made
several tours of Inspection along the
borders, looking Into mattera atrlctly
military and paying special attention
to the health and comfort of her men.
A dispatch to the Exchange Tele
graph Company from Athens says that
on Saturday there were continuous se
ismic shocks In the Grecian provinces
of Attica and Boetia and Peloponnes
us. At Thebes hundreds of cottages
were overthrown and numerous persons injured.
George T. Marye, Jr., of San Fran
cisco, the
American
ambassador to Russia, who left Lon
don for his post early In October,
traveling by way of Germany, depart
ed from Berlin for Petrograd by way
of Stockholm. Mrs. Marye and a sec
retary accompanied him.
The Vatican authorities have ex
pressed surprise and regret at the
bomb outrages perpetrated on St. Patrick's cathedral and the rectory of St.
Alphonsus' church, New York. Pope
Benedict has asked Cardinal Pletro,
the new papal secretary of state, to
keep him advised as to the develop
ments in the case.
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WESTERN.

Five persons were burned to death
at Milo, Ma, when a gasoline can ex-

ploded.
The twenty ninth national convention of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew wu held at Atlanta, Qa.
The body of Horace B. Stevens. Jr.,
of El Paso was found by searchers In
the Organ mountain of New Mexico,
east ot Las Cruces.
All the old directors and officers of
the Chicago and Northwestern Rail
way Company were
at a
meeting of stockholders at Chicago.
An unidentified man held up the
cashier of the Bank ot Kensett, Ark.,
obtained ,2,000 and escaped on horseback. Posses immediately started in
pursuit of the robber.
xTe national convention of the
Brotherhood of St. Andrew completed
Its business sessions at Atlanta, Oa.,
with the selection of los Angeles,
Cal., as the 1915 meeting place.
An exposure of collusion between
the Chicago police and criminals
which, it Is said, would shake the polios organisation to Its foundation, is
threatened by State's Attorney Hoyne.
Wltbln two days the newly organized Kansas City branch of the American Red Cross raised 118,582, more
than enough to provide a Red Cross
unit, consisting of three surgeons and
twelve nurses, for service on Euro'

newly-appointe- d

pean battlefields.
Roy U Glover of San Antonio, Tex.,
was freed at Loc Angeles of the
charge of having murdered Daniel de
Villlers, a former Boer army officer,
who was shot and killed in Glover's
residence in Los Angeles last December, during a quarrel over Mrs.
Glover, who had been de Vlllier's wife.
Praise for President Wilson for his
neutral attitude in the present war
was voiced at Providence, R. I., by
former President Taft and Andrew
Carnegie at a luncheon of the Chamber of Commerce. "President Wilson
has taken the exact stand,". Taft said,
"and he expressed it with admirable
accuracy."
The Midwest Refining Company now
has seven producing oil wells in the
new field at Grass Creek, Wyo., capable of a total production of more than
2,000 barrels a day, according to President Oliver H. Sboup, who returned
to Colorado Springs after a vlalt In the
Hast. Shoup Is also optimistic about
the chances of his company at Buffalo
Basin, Wyo., where they are drilling
for oil.

SPORT.

Princeton defeated Ifayette at
Princeton 16 to 0.
The Fort Morgan High School foot
ball team defeated the eleven of the
State Teachers' college at Greeley by
a score of 25 to 0.
Kansas university easily defeated
Drake university 32 to 7. in the first
Missouri Valley conference game on
the Des Moines, la. Stadium.
Jim Flynn, the Pueblo fireman, and
Carl Morris, the Oklahoma heavy
weight, have been matched for a ten- round bout at Kansas City, Oct 29
Yu.e lowered Notre Dame's colors
with unexpected esse at New Haven.
28 to 0, although the visiting eleven
was slightly heavier, welt balanced
and fast.
Uncovering a surprisingly effective
overhead game, the University of Col
orado defeated the Colorado Aggies
WASHINGTON.
In the opening game of the conference
season, 33 to 6, at Fort Collins.
Six thousand bushels of lodgepole
Mrs. Charles Haughwout won the
pine seed are being collected this fall slugles
tennis championship in the
on the Acraphoe national forest, Col- Country Club women's tournament In
orado, for use in reforestation work Denver, by defeating Miss Doris Cat
next spring.
nahan In two out of three seta. The
The Senate agreed to a conference score was
report on a bill to regulate the use of
opium and other narcotics for medical
GENERAL.
purposes.
The measure, which has
been in conference for some time, will
BequestB aggregating $0b3,000
are
now go to the House.
to charity by the will of Robert
American railrouds may transport left
capitalist, probated at
H. Crozer,
free of charge. If they decide to do Chester, Pa.
so. gifts msde by the children of the
An application by Attorney General
United States for presentation on
of New York state for dissoParsons
made
to
day
children
the
Christmas
lution of the International Sunshine
orphans by the European war.
Society was filed in New York.
Sena tar Shafroth called up and had
An order for 60,000 sheet metal tent
passed the biH granting $10,000 more
stoves
hss been received by a Mer
post
of
office
the
construction
the
for
at La Junta, Colo., making the total cer. Fa., manufacturing concern from
The bill now goes to the the British and French governments.
$85,000.
The steamship Northern Pacific was
president.
launched from Cramps shipyard In
One of the most picturesque characters in the Philippines and a domi- Philadelphia. The steamship, which
nating force for good was Charlie is intended for service between the
Sehuelm, whose death at the hands ot Ixiwer Colombia river and San Franhas five decks and is G24 feet
a Moro Is reported. Gen. Hugh Scott, cisco,
long.
assistant chief uf the army staff,
Verna Jarbeau, widely known as an
bpuke raetingly of this man, who had
served UeoeraJ Scott when he was actress In comic opera In former years,
governor of Jolo province, and Gen. died of diseases at her home In Nan-uetN. Y. In private life she was Mrs.
leonard Wood as Interpreter and genVerona Bernstein, widow of a theatrieral adviser.
Prom the condition of sugar beU cal mansger. She was born In New
years ago.
Oi. i, t m- Department of Agncul York
tare, in a forecast, estimated a harvest
The first war widow arrived in New
She 1b Mrs. Hazel B. Scott,
of 4.826,000 tons, computed with 5,66.-00- York.
formerly of Yonkérs, N. Y. She was a
tons, which produced 1,466,902,000
pounds of sugar
bride of three months when her husre Is Indicated, band, Capt. Henry H. Scott of the
about 10.8 Aons p
ti will likely he
First Royal Berkshire regiment debut the actual oi
parted for Frauce with the first Britabove or below t
ish expeditionary force and was killed
in battle.
Kei
ins approving the proposed
it crop this year proby the United States of the
tferson home at Montlcello,
adopted at a governors'
Va., i
ineetlr
the National Society of Deaf the Signers of the Dechv
itdependence at Boston,
ail
2.74
r C. Knox, former United
000
nor und secretary of state,
ul address at a meeting of
bis dethe Interest of the Hvpub- fifty-thre-
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A GRAPHIC

DESCRIPTION OF FALL OF ANTWERP
damaged

International News Service.
London. A correspondent writing
,
Holland, gives
from
a vivid description ot the entry of the
Herman army Into Antwerp.
The bulk of the kaiser's force did
Bergen-op-Zoom-

not enter the city until Saturday after
noon, when 60,000 men passed In re
view before General von Schultx, military governor of Antwerp, and Admiral von Schroeder, who, surrounded by
a glittering staff, sat their horses In
front of the royal palace In the Place
de Metr.
"For Ave hours the mighty hoet
poared through the streets of the deserted city, while the houses shook
to the thunder of their treed, he
writes). "Company after company, regiment after regiment, brigade after
brigade, swept past until the eye
grew worry of watching the ranks of
gray under slanting lines of steel.
"AM they marched they sang, the
canyon formed by the high buildings
along the Place de Melr echoing to
their voices rowing out 'Die Waeht
am Rheln' and 'A Mighty Fortress Is
Our God.'
Like an Election Parade.
"Each regiment was headed by Its
field music and colore, and when darkness fell and street lamps were lighted the shrill muslo ot fifes, the rattle
of drums and the tramp of marching
feet reminded me of a torchlight election parade.
"Hard on the heels of the infantry
rumbled artillery, battery after battery.
"Behind the field batteries rumbled
the quick flrera the same pompoms
whose acquaintance I had made at
Weerde and elsewhere. And then,
heralded by a blare oi trumpets and
a crash of kettledrums, came the cavalry, cuirassiers In helmets and
breastplates of burnished steel, hussars in belrogged Jackets and fur busbies, and finally the uhlans, riding
amid forests of lancVs under a cloud
of fluttering pennons.
"But this waa not all, nor nearly all,
for after the uhlans came the blue
jackets of the naval division,
bewhlskerod fellows, with
caps worn rakishly and a roll of the
sea In their gaU.
"Then the Bavarian infantry In dark
blue, the Saxon infantry in light blue,
and Auetrlans in uniforms of beautiful
silver gray, and last of ail a squadron
of gendarmes In silver and bottle
green.
"As that fighting machine swung
past I could not but marvel at how
the gallant, chivalrous and courageous but ill prepared little army of
Belgium had held It back as long as
.

broad-shouldere-

It bad.
Few See Entry.
"The moet remarkable feature ot
this wonderful spectacle was that
there were comparatively few persons
to see It. So far as onlookers were
concerned the Germans might as well
have marched through the stroete of
Pompeii.
Another American and I,
standing on the balcony of the American consulate, were the only spectators, so far as I know, In the whole
length of the Place de Melr, which la
the State street of Antwerp, it reminded me of a circus that had come
to town a day before it was expected."
A feature of the procession was a
victoria drawn by a fat white horse
and with two soldiers on the box,
which accompanied a regiment of Bavarians. Both horse and carriage
were decorated with flowers. It was
evidently a species ot triumphal char-lofor It was filled with hampers of
champagne.
Pay for What They Take.
The correspondent says the German
soldiers treat the townspeople with
consideration, paying in German silver for what they take from the shops.
Describing the fear of the Antwerp
citizens when the kaiser's soldiers entered, the correspondent says:
"When the main body of troops be
gan entering the city on Saturday
morning the townspeople those who
had not escaped from the city rushed
out with beer, cheese, bread and flowers, evidently with the idea ot placating them by meane of their pitiful
It was not a pleaslittle offerings.
ant sight, but these people have been
so terrified by tales of German barbarities that one can hardly blame
them."
The correspondent estimates that
less than one hundred civilians were
killed during the bombardment.
Havoc Wrought by Shells.
Telling of the rain of shells which
swept the city, he says:
"A
shell tore completely through a handsome stone
house next door to United 8tltes ConDlederlch's residence,
sul General
crossed the street and exploded In the
upper story of a school. There is not
a block In the Boulevard Leopold that
does not contain several shattered
bouses. No buildings were damaged
In Place de Melr, though three shells
struck the pavement, tearing holes
as large as a grand piano.
"A shell entered the root of the Hotel St. Antoine, passed through two
bathrooms and exploded in the room
occupied 48 hours before by the Russian minister, destroying everything
t,

In It.

Cathedral Struck.
"The cathedral was struck only by
one shell, which entered through the
wall over the wentern entrance and exploded over the side chapeL
The
American Express company's offices
on the Qua! van Dyck were slightly

A

shell struck the houss

occupied by an American named Hunt
and the Dutch consul and blew the
estire second floor into smithereens.
"A Zeppelin hovered over the city
during Thursday morning's bombardment, dropping occasional bombs.

"Though the German shrapnel created enough havoc, it waa child's play
compared to the damage done by the
elege guns. When a
shell struck a house It not raerelj
blew a hole la It, It simply demol
tshed It, the whole house collapatm
Into ruin as it shaken to places by as
earthquake."
Almost as much damage was caused
by fires resulting from the bombard
ment as from the shells themselves
The entire weet side of the Marcheux
Soul lei from the head of the Place
de Melr to the Place Ver; j, Including
the Hotel de Europe, the Cafe Royal
and a line of fashionable shops oppo
site the Hotel St. Antoine, was destroyed. A quarter of a mile of build
tngs In the Rue ran Bree, Including
the handsomest apartments In the
city, are nothing but charred walls.
The handsome block In the Rue de Is
Justice is completely burned. In addition several hundred dwellings scattered through the city have been
burned to the ground.
Dynamite Saves Cathedral.
As the city is without water, except such as can be pumped from the
river, the firemen were powerless to
check the flames. That every building
on the Place Verte and very probably
the cathedral Itself, was not burned Is
due to an American resident, Charles
Whlthoff, who, realising the extreme
gravity of the situation, suggested to
the German military authorities that
they dynamite the surrounding buildings.
At ten o'clock at night word was
sent to Brussels and at four o'clock In
the morning six automobiles with dy
namite arrived and the walls were
up, the German soldiers stand
the roofs of neighboring build- throwing dynamite bombs.
"It was a lively night for every one
concerned," says the writer.
"i waa just sitting down to my first
meal In SO hours when the police burst
In with the news the city was burning," he goes on. "I found an entire
block opposite the hotel In flames,
and as there waa no water the 1 remen
were powerless to check them. When
I discovered the block immediately
behind the hotel was aleo ablaze, It
struck ms It waa time to change my

bookkeeper.

Takee Over Consulate.
calling at the consulate in
the morning I found that Consul GenShereral Dlederlch and
man had left two days before for parts
unknown. As there was a large number of frightened people clamoring
for reassurance and protection, and as
there was no one else to look after
them, I opened the consulate and assumed charge.
"The proceeding was wholly Irregular and unauthorized, of course, and
will probably scandalise department
of state officials In Washington, but It
was no time for red tape.
"I Immediately wrote a letter to the
German commander. Informing blm
that In the absence of the consul general I had assumed charge of the
Aa.ricaa and British Interests in
Antwerp and expected the fullest protection. I received s courteous reply
Immediately, saying that every pro
taction would be afforded foreigners "
"Upon

Vice-Cons- ul

USE WALKING WOOD IN
ATTACK UPON GERMANS

In N

Catarrh.
Mr. J. B.

Its sss, Habnab,
M a r yI an d,
writes; "Two
years ago I became a suf
ferer with catarrh, w h I o h

eon tinned

to
woree
and made me

grow

miserable. I

scarcely
at alt,
nd my tests
had almost left
me. My head ached constantly, and.
at times had high fever and bleeding at the nose. I waa a perfect
could
sroell

"I tried, severs I doctors, but derive
no relief. I read In one of your Utile booklets, called His ot Life." eg
Peruna being a remedy for catarrh,
and procured a bottle at ones. After
the use of one bottle I felt some better, so I tried the second and the
third, and now I am a well

They say It's good luck to pick up
pins, but you can't make the boy who
works In a bowling alley believe

it

People who live in glass houses
shouldn't Uve within s stone's throw
of each other.

who art) restless. mitt.
X70MEN
V
constant chantre of position. ' fidget

Nervous
Emotional

-

iness," who are abnormally excitable or who
experience fainting- or dizzy spells, or nervous
headache and wakefulness are usually sufferers
from the weaknesses of their sex.

Dizzy

DR. PIERCE'S

Depressed
Afra. Aáéim CWefasw ee
Center 5t. , CmiroJIL. erttw
Dr. R. V. Pitre mt follow:

"I send SI cents for roar

'Com-sxe-

n

anee Uestes! AdeHcr- - for
Taj daughter who bee recently
nierrted and I know the book will
beef much value to her. I bare
read and need for 2a rear the
valuable treatment contained
'Medical Adrlaer sad
near bottles ef Dr.
Plena's Favorite Prescription,
and hare been metered to health
aach time luted It. Itlaagreet
remedy for women ss s treturth
builder, flea for the nerves sad
general health."

ttbe

Favorite Prescription
the soothing, cordial and womanly tonic that
brings about an Invigorating calm to the nervous
system. Overcomes the weakness and the dragging pains which resemble the pains or rheumatism. Thousands of women In the past forty
years can bear witness to its benefits.
la

Toot dealer In medicines sella it In Herald or toser-enete- d
etampe
tablet form: or roo can tend CO one-ce- nt
for a Mel box of Dr. Plarca'a Favorite Proscription
tableta. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Invalida' Betel
aad Surgical Inatltuta. Buffalo, N. X.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinnn
Dr. Pierce'. Fleetest Pellets Refálete aad bvhjernts
Tlav Greenlee.
Stemtck, Liver aad Bowels, Set

iiiuiuiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuituinn

Watch Your Colts
Oongha. Colds and Dtiteaeer. and at the Sen armetoau of
nrh ailment, give email dotea of that wonderful reined r. oaw
moet need la exlatence,
For

ear

the

HPOHS'S DISTEMPER COMPOUND
H cente and II a bottle: H and 110 the dotea of ear drnggttt, he I a eat
eslíe, or delivered br
NPOHN MEDICAX, CO.,
Chemists end Buacterioloe;lste, tioehea. Ind., 17. S. A.

$1

quarters.
"After wandering through pitch-blacstreets for three hours, slipping
on broken glass and stumbling oyvt
fallen masonry, and occasionally challenged by German sentries, I saw a
light In a building in the Boulevard
Leopold.
I rang the bell and was
taken In by a poor little consumptive

Penma Cured This

Speaking of humorists brings us to
the feet that no man living can look
quite so solemn when producing humors as Irvin S. Cobb, the well known
comedian of tbe Ssturuay Evening
Post. When Cobb was on the staff
of one of the big New York newspa
pers he did various news assignments,
some of them mighty serious and others that gave him a chance for comedy.
Ilwas a stsndlng Joke about
the office that anybody could look at
Cobb as he bent over his typewriter
and tell which kind of yarn he waa
writing. If his face wss all wrinkled
up with solemnity like a bloodhound's,
with a sad look about the eyes such
as one rarely sees except In an undertaker's hostler, Cobb was preparing
something that would make hosts ot
people laugh.

Buzzard Carries Off Dog.
Eaglis are said to be game enough
and strong enough to carry off almost
nythlng from a man to cat, but
the first Instance known when a
carried off a dog was witnessed
on a recent afternoon. Tne incident
happened a few miles from Bessemer.
A very brave little fox terrier was
endeavoring to chase off a large buzzard that had alighted on the ground.
He only succeeded In making the
buzzard fly close to the ground for a
short distance. The buzzard slopped
on a short stump snd waited for the
dog, which came barking around the
root of the stump.
The buzzard, seeing his chance,
tumped from tbe stump, seized the
dog in Its mouth and claws, and flew
to a thicket near by. Birmingham
(Ala.) Dispatch to the Atlanta Jourbuz-sar- d

nal.

Evil In Nervous Excitement.
Professor von Pfungen of Vienna la
conducting some Interesting experiments which bear upon the relation ot
the state of the nervous system to the
electric resistance of the skin, and he
claims that nervous excitement of any
kind lowers the protecting power of
the skin to quite a marked extent
VOI R OWN IIRI'UOIHT WILL TELL TOO
Murine Kve lt.mr.lj fur Red. Wee. Waters
n,e and Uiiimiliitcd Hrelidt: No Smarting
re
Inn Bve Comfort. Write for Bonk of the
Free. Murine Ke Homed? Co.. Chi
mall
t7

Liars All.
"So you went fishing with Brown
yesterday. What did you catch?"
"Ask Brown. I forgot the number
we agreed on."
If you wish beautiful, clear whits
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue, At ail
food grocers. Adv.

t
Some women can't lose the married
His Jsrgon In Doubt.
look, even after they become widows.
"That your cart outside?" asked the
chauffeur.
Ill success In love saves many m
"Ay, It be," replied the village gro- man from paying alimony.
cer.
The chauffeur gave a superior smile.
"I wonder you fellows don't get
tired," he said, AJoggin' along In them
old, ramshackle carts."
Tee, sad coffee drlnkere often notice
"What pleases one doesn't please
backache, headache, rheuiaatto pain,
drawer, tirad feellnga. disturbed
nother," replied the grocer philosophiurination and other algas of kidney weakcally.
ness The constant use of narooue oral'
cohollo drinks la very apt to Irritate the
"Should rather say not!" sxclalmed
kldnrya, and weak kidnwya need prompt
"I s'pose you get used
help to avert all danger of dropsy, gravel
the chauffeur.
or fetal Bright a dleeeae. Avoid the uea
to It. But look at my car outside!
of
etlmulanla. drink more water, gat mora
reat, freah atr and exercise. To tone and
can drive that car over sixty an hour! "
atrengthen
the tired kidneys, use Pass's
or
ssked
dogs
chickens?'
"Which
Kidney Pills, the moat successful and
kidney remedy.
highly
recommended
the grocer.

The Cause Laid Bare

1

FOUND OUT.
A Trained Nurse Discovered Its Effect.
No one la in better position to know
the value of food and drink than a
trained nfrea).
Speaking or coffee, a nurse in Pa.,

writes:

'

used to drink strong

cof-

London. A correspondent describes
myself, and suffered greatly from
a walking wood at Crecy. The French fee
and Indigestion,
headaches
and British cut down tree and armed
"While on a visit to my brothers I
themselves with the branches. Line bad a good chance to try Postum, for
after Une of Infantry, each man bear they drank It altogether In place of
Ing a branch, then moved forward tin
coffee. After using Postum two weeks
observed toward the enemy.
and
I found I was much benefited
Ilehlnd them, amid the lopped tree
finally my beodaches disappeared and
trunks, the artillerymen fixed them also the Indigestion
to cover
selves and placed
"Naturally I have since used Postum
the moving wood.
among my patients, and have noticed
won
followed,
The attack, which
a marked benefit where coffee has
tbe success it merited. It almost went been
left off and Postum used
wrong, however, for the French cav
"I observe a curious fact about
airy, which was following, made a do
Postum when used hy mothers. It
tour to pass the wood and dashed lntc greatly
helps the flow of milk In cases
view near the ammunition reserves oi
coffee is Inclined to dry It
where
the allies.
up,
and
where tea causea nervousness.
German shells began falling there
find
trouble In getting servants
"I
abouts, but British soldlurs went u to
properly. But when
Postum
make
tbe billa and pulled the boxes of am It Is prepared according to directions
munition out of the way of the Ger on package and served hot with
man shells. Ammunition and men cam
certainly a delicious bevthrough unscathed. By evening th cream, it is
enemy bad been cleared from the erage."
Name given by Postura Co., Battle
Marne district
Read "The Road to
Creek, Mich.
Wellville." in pkgs.
Cathedral Lost to Art.
Postum comes in two forms
beauty of th

Paris. The artistic
Regular Postum must be .well
cathedral at Reims, which suffered In
15c and 20c packages.
boiled.
thai
the German bombardment of
Instant Postum Is a soluble powder.
town, never can be restored, In tin
quickly lu a
opinion of Whitney Warren, the New A teaspoonfuf dissolves
cream and
York architect, who has just returnee cup of hot water and, with
beverage Infrom Reims, where be made a thor sugar, made a delicious
ough Inspection of the famous struo stantly. 30c and 50c Una.
The coat per cup of both kinds Is
ture. Mr. Warren, who ta a corre
spending member of the Institute d about the same.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
France, was given the privilege
sold by Orocora.
visiting the cathedral.

A Colorado Case
F.

T.

Mrs.

Oon-nor- i,

TIS W Bleek- r Ave.. AtpCst, Colo.,

aya: "I hsd great
deal of sortness and
pulí) In the small of
my baok. When I
or
worked
hard
stooped I cuuld hardly StrsJahtaa. I tired
easily, was all run
dowa and had headdlssy
ache
and
spellsA relative
had ms use Doan's
ana:
Kidney
i 'i na
th. v aAn n re le Vital
me.M
i navvy rum
et
'4
darleñU
K M
VUUIU.BI II
"I")
Ul SIU(I7V
In the past three years, but f hare kest
zv J 11 11 it j riHI
mum
swa.ll
Got Doan's at A or Store. SOo a Boot

DOAN'SViVlV

FOSTER41U14UHN CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
overcome
by
Can quickly be
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely ana .ánnnvBnSfsU ABTFRSi
Vevr
l
gently on the
aHHIaMBallTTIF
liver. Cure
anwHavar I
biliousness.
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Head-sebe-
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and Indigestion.
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They do their duty,

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSEV SMALL fRJOl

Genuine must bear Signature
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This section received some rain
The Engledow Millinery of RaWednesday, though there was not
ton have a nice line of trimmed fall
much of it.
and winter hats on display at the
Brooks Mercantile company. Don't
Meals at all hours are
fail to set; them.
Weber's Restaurant and
Sleman David suffered the loss
Messrs. McDonald and Weler of a valuable little mare Wednestransacted business in Dawson the day morning. The animal died
fore part of the week.
from colic.

Confectioners

rr?rrr

-

day,

Bakers' Goods and

I Mi

LAIL

Dr. A, R. Stretcher of Raton
D. Hagadorn wan a business
looking after his farming inwas
visitor in the county seat town the
first of the week.
terests south Jof Cimarron, Sun-

Weber's Bakery

SSSJ

ITEMS

j
J-

1

Chas. Lodge came over from
Miss Weinrich who has been the
Dawson, Sunday to spend the day guest of friends in Cima-ro- n
the
with friends and relatives.
past week departed Tuesday for
her hdme in Winfteld, Kas.
First class beds at the Antlers
hotel, furnace heat, 50c, 75c rd
Ladies' trimmed fall and winter
$1.00.

Swastika coal, the most heat for
vour money, sold by J. W.

COMPANY
j WE

á

I

SELL

All Kinds of Farming Implements

,

I

Wagons

hats in the latest creations on display by the Engledow Millinery of
Raton at the Brooks Mercantile
company.

Buggies

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Material

Mr. and Mrs. Lafe Johnson arthe first of the week from
rived
Mrs. Rupert of Raton is visiting
Springs, Colo., to make
Glen
wood
with her daughter Mrs. F. A.
home, Lafe has
this
their
future
and son in the Key City this
position
acaepted
as machinist in
a
week.
the local garage, now being run by
D. B. Cole.
Mrs. G. H. Kronmiller of
was a social and business
The hardware department of the
in this city fhe latter part of
Jptipply company will branch
Laif
last week.
Al-pe-

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Torna-

Let The

News Estimate On

rs

ut

Your JNext Job

Mr. and Mrs. Bosley are rejoicing over the arrival of a
boy at their home Saturday morning. Mother and son are doing
nicely.
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The News is working for you and
the community every week. What
are YOU, notthe other fellow, do
ing for it )
Mrs. Ruthrauff who has been the
of her brother and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Remlev,
in this city the past two rrjonths
departed Tuesday for Iowa City,
Iowa, where be will visit with her
parents a few weks. Mr. Ruthrauff preceded her to that place
several weeks ago.

guest

D. B. Cole has taken over the
garafce formerly run by H. C. Ellis, and has secured the services
of Lafe )ohnson as machinist to
have charge of the establishment.
Mr. Johnson was ut one time employed by the Motor Car company,
of Cimarron, and departed from
here about one year ago.

-

Remember your friends and send
them post card views of the Cimarron Canon. Sold at the leading
stores at 2 for 5 cents.

BIG BATTLES
The big battleship

is

better managed

than the little rowboat

that upsets

tm tac

pond.

The big corporation is better able to serve the public than the little company
Vour company hardies the telephone needs of three million people right here m the
seven mountain states

ft handles over a million telephone messages every day of the
The present war in Europe is a war of waste and destruction
Bigger battles for peace are being fought right here in the Uaitee States
Battles for

good-wil-

l,

prosperity and fair dealing.

Farmers are bringing in comparatively little wheat at present,
and it is believed that tbey have
Stored it in their granaries until
Winter and next spring when they
anticipate belter prices.
Large
quantities' QÍ oats, are being brought
to tpwn regularly.
Last Saturday while Will Lambert and his family were preparing
to drive to town, a young horse
suddenly started to go. The buckle on one of the lines was fastened
in a ring and the team made a circle throwing their oldest daughter
from the buggy.
Aside from being frightened the child received
no injuries.

The Mountain State Telephone and Telegraph Co.
'The Corporation Different"

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

the near future and extend

ts business to the two rooms in
Patronize home industry and the rear of the bank building. One
buy your bakery goods-a- t
Weber's of the rooms is to be used exclu
Restaurant and Bakery.
sively for leather goods and the
other for an office.

do, Automobile and Life Insurance;
Sixteen Strongest and BesT: Companies Represented.

Hardware

Frank Martinez returned 'Monday from Santa Rita, Demtng and
points in the southern part of the
state, where he has been the past
year. He atated that the mines
are closing down and that thous
ands of men are (hrowo out of employment thereby. The depression pf business is keenly felt in
that section.

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
SiandaAd Jncandc4cenl Oil JCamft of ihe World

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light in Existence,
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS. D.strik..rnr
7

(tf

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices
Corned Beef and Cabbage
Get the corned beef in the evening and soak over night to remove surplus salt. 7 a. m. put on to slow boif. When partly
tender cut the head of cabbage into eighths put in with meat
boil until tender. This will make a delicious dish for dlnuer.

Home made Mince Meat and
home made Sausage, Fresh
Fish and Oysters, Fancy
Creamery Butter

Cimarron Meat Market

